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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation models occupational wage using a 

fusion of the economic model of supply and demand and an 

ecological theory of social groups. I argue that competition 

betv/een different occupations for similar workers is a key 

element in determining the amount of labor supplied to 

occupations, and therefore also determines wages. The model 

places occupational groups in niches within a social space 

composed of the sociodemographic dimensions of age, 

education, race, and gender. Occupations compete in their 

niches for members with other occupations in the niche. High 

levels of competition lead to lower levels of supply, and, 

therefore, higher wages. This approach challenges a key 

assumption of current approaches to wage determination, 

namely that human capital dimensions are the only dimensions 

relevant to wage outcomes, and that the effect of these 

dimensions is constant and unidirectional. 

I address several lacuna evident in previous work. The 

model I present is the first truly structural model of 

occupational interdependence. The model treats the set of 

occupations holistically, as a interdependent system, rather 

than independently. In addition, I introduce price into the 

theory of community ecology, which has been heretofore 

ignored in this work. Finally, this dissertation presents a 

theory which may explain the so called dual labor market wage 

effect. 
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Data is taken from nine consecutive years of the Current 

Population Survey (1983-1991). I estimate the rate of change 

of supply and demand in the occupational labor market using a 

simultaneous equations model which incorporates the effect of 

competition along multiple social dimensions. I estimate both 

unidimensional effects of competition along age and education 

and multidimensional effects of conroetition along age, 

education, race, and gender simultaneously. 
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CHAPTER 1: ZNTRODUCTION 

What determines occupational wage? Social scientists 

have been interested in occupational wages at least since 

Blau and Duncan (1967) . Many theories of wage have been 

posited, both in economics and sociology. Both sociologists 

and economists have argued that wage is determined by 

combinations of individual and structural factors. Certainly 

the individual contribution to wage determination has been 

well studied, but the structural side has not been as well 

explored. There are perhaps as many different definitions of 

structure as there are scientists studying it. In this 

dissertation I propose a simple framework for considering 

structural effects, and apply this framework to wages in 

occupational labor markets. 

The model I build upon is the supply and demand 

framework. Economists argue that wages are best understood as 

the result of the reconciliation of supply and demand 

functions. In the economic model, labor supply is determined 

by the aggregation of a set of individual utility functions. 

Approaches to labor supply based on this premise see the 

individual as atomized, and hence see markets as aggregations 

of individual choices. Sociological theory (and structural 

theory in particular) suggests, hov/ever, that individuals are 

not independent, and market outcomes depend on the system of 

interactions between individuals and between groups. This 

dissertation applies structural and ecological theory to the 
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supply and demand framework to create a social structural 

model of the dynamics of wages and wage changes in 

occupations. 

The neoclassical model assumes that a labor market is a 

single arena in which wages adjust to a single equilibriiam 

point, defined by the supply/demand equation (Ehrenberg and 

Smith, 1997). Often the labor market is modeled as many 

smaller markets aggregated into a single market. While it is 

recognized that perfect competition doesn't exist in a single 

aggregate labor market (Lang, Leonard, and Lilien; 1987), 

research tends to avoid modeling systems of markets, perhaps 

due to the complexity of such models. Bliss (1988) notes that 

"...different labor markets are interrelated in a manner 

v/hich cannot be ignored but which is exceedingly complicated 

to describe." As a result, models of the labor simplify the 

complexity of multiple labor markets either as a single 

aggregate or as sets of isolated aggregates. Dual labor 

market theory, for example, assumes two (or more) disjoint 

labor markets (which are themselves aggregates of sub-

markets) , with no mobility between them (Dickens and Lang, 

1985) . 

It is certain, however, that labor markets are 

interrelated in ways which, at least in part, depend on the 

social networks of individuals, implying that there are no 

truly distinct labor markets. Social forces affect the 

matching process of individuals and jobs, but most labor 

market models ignore matching processes (Granovetter, 1981). 
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There are a few exceptions; Granovetter (1974), for instance, 

studies the effect of social networks on getting a job. 

Little work takes a system level approach to structural 

effects, however. The effect of social networks on larger 

labor market processes, such as macro-level patterns of the 

supply of labor to occupations or the structure of wages in 

occupations, has been little studied. More generally, no 

systematic treatment of how occupational labor markets are 

connected with one another has yet been provided by theory 

I will show how the theory of community ecology provides 

a useful framework for modeling the effect of occupational 

interdependence on labor market outcomes. This theory is a 

union of ecological theory and social structural theory. The 

social str-uctural side of the theory rests on the proposition 

that individuals are connected to others via social networks 

and these connections shape not only individuals' outcomes 

but group outcomes as well. The ecological contribution to 

the theory is the notion that social groups are analogous to 

biological entities: they occupy niches in a resource space 

and compete with other entities for the resources in the 

space. 

Given these propositions, community ecology theory 

suggests that supply of labor to occupations depends on two 

factors, the connections individuals have to occupations, and 

the degree to which occupations con^ete with each other for 

members. These factors are linked to the addition of a third 

proposition: individuals tend to interact with others who are 
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similar to themselves. This proposition, known as the 

principle of homophily, has been observed on a wide variety 

of individual characteristics such as age, race, sex, income, 

education and religion, to name a few (for an extended list, 

see McPherson and Smith-Lovin, 1987). To show how the 

homophily principle aids our understanding of occupational 

labor market outcomes, I introduce the concept of the niche. 

The niche is a localized region which exists v/ithin a 

social space that is defined by sociodemographic 

characteristics (McPherson, 1983). A group's niche is the 

region in that social space in which the group searches for 

resources. Thus, the size and location of the niche 

determines the variety of different kinds of resources that 

the group consximes. The homophily principle suggests that 

niches are localized within social space, as individuals tend 

to have more ties to others close to them on some niche 

dimension, and since group memberships tend to follow the 

patterns of individuals' network ties. That is, people tend 

to join the groups to which their associates belong. Hence 

the group's niche is the region inside sociodemographic space 

in which the group's current members reside, and in which the 

group searches for new members. Competition is then defined 

by niche overlap. Highly overlapped niches imply that two 

groups are drawing members from similar pools, and hence are 

competing with one another. 

I argue that occupations occupy niches in social space. 

These regions overlap, and this overlap determines the extent 
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to which two occupations compete for members. Rotolo (1995) 

shows that occupations do occupy distinct niches in social 

space, and that the overlap of these niches predicts the 

movement of occupations in social space. I further argue in 

this dissertation that niche overlap impacts occupational 

labor supply functions and occupational wages. 

The ecological approach is not limited to occupational 

labor markets. It is applicable to labor markets very broadly 

defined. I focus here on the supply of labor to occupational 

groups because labor supply to these groups has implications 

for other aspects of occupations that have generated a great 

deal of interest in research, such as occupational wage 

differentials. I argue, however, that the model I present is 

generally applicable to any system of labor markets, or 

indeed any system of markets. 

Community ecology theory has been successfully applied 

to social groups of disparate types, such as voluntary 

associations, occupations, and even musical forms. It 

suffers, however from lacunae which I intend to address in 

this dissertation. First, the community ecology approach has 

not yet been applied to economic outcomes, even though it has 

been applied to occupational groups. In general, persons are 

the only resource considered by ecological models. This 

dissertation incorporates economic resources as an integral 

part of the system. Second, to date, work in the community 

ecology perspective relies on a definition of the niche which 

ignores certain subtleties of the niche, such as its 
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distributional form. The approach I use incorporates a more 

sophisticated measure of the niche. Finally, I explore 

several alternative measures of competition, analyze their 

usefulness, and discuss their relevance to the theory of 

competition. 

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In 

the next chapter I review economic and sociological 

approaches to the study of occupational wages and supply and 

demand in occupational labor markets. I then present the 

theory of commxinity ecology and describe its connection to 

the supply and demand model. Chapter four presents the formal 

supply and demand model, as well as discussing the practical 

application of the ecological approach to the measurement of 

competition. Chapter five describes the data and the 

statistical methods used to estimate models presented in 

chapter four. Finally, in the remaining chapters I present 

analyses of supply and demand in a system of occupations 

across time. 
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Most theories of wage and wage differentials do not 

specifically focus on occupations as a unit of analysis, but 

occupational wage has nonetheless garnered much interest. 

Occupational categories represent the notion that like tasks 

should be grouped together, and should, by virtue of their 

functional similarity, be subject to similar outcomes. It is 

of interest, for instance, how many people become lathe 

operators, since presumably there is a need for some amount 

of this kind of labor, and we expect the market mechanism to 

provide the right amount of lathe operators. Thus the supply 

of, demand for, and wages of, lathe operators are relevant to 

the question of whether labor is supplied in the right 

amc3\ints within a social system. In this chapter I consider 

both general theories of wage and occupational theories of 

wage, paying particular attention to the rationale for 

focusing on occupations as a unit of analysis. 

Sociological and economic theories of wage and wage 

differentials can be placed into two general categories: 

individualistic and structural. Individualistic theories, in 

both sociology and economics, build explanations of group 

wage differentials from the aggregate effects of individuals 

abilities and decisions. Group outcomes are seen as 

determined only by the individual characteristics of their 

members. 

Structural theories reject the premise that individual 
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characteristics are the sole determinant of wage. They focus 

on the extra-individual factors which shape wages, although 

there is no consensus on what what form those extra-

individual factors take. Institutionalists, for instance, 

focus on preexisting social arrangements, such as unions, and 

social norms, and the ways these social entities shape 

outcomes. Marxists and conflict theorists argue that the 

relations of exploitation between ertployers and employees and 

the control over production determine wages. New 

structuralists argue that the relationships of industries and 

firms to one another accounts for observed wage 

differentials. Many different traditions incorporate macro-

level forces, but to date there is no consensus on what 

exactly is meant by the word "structural," beyond the notion 

that its meaning must imply something that reaches beyond the 

individual. 

In this chapter I attempt to organize the literature on 

wage and occupations around the question posed in the 

introduction. The first three sections in this chapter are 

devoted to a review and critique of individualistic and 

structural theories of wage. I then discuss the supply and 

demand approach to wages, and present economic and 

sociological theories of labor supply and demand. Finally, I 

conclude with recommendations for the study of occupational 

wage in a structural setting. 
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2.1 Individualistic Approaches to Wage 

The seminal work on wages in sociology, Blau and 

Duncan's The American Occupational Structure (1967), focused 

almost exclusively on the effects of individual 

characteristics on income. Blau and Dxincan' s work evolved 

into the tradition known as the status attainment model, 

based on the functional theory of stratification (Davis and 

Moore, 1945). The functionalist theory ultimately links wages 

to a society's need for a particular position or job. Since 

functionalism's primary postulate is that in order to survive 

societies must fill their most important positions v/ith the 

most capable individuals, societies must therefore reward 

their most capable individuals more for occupying those 

positions. Hence, individual characteristics determine a 

person's wage. 

To extend the status attainment argument to explain the 

wages of occupations is straightforward. The average wage of 

an occupation will simply be a function of the averages of 

all relevant individual characteristics of members of that 

occupation. For status attainment theorists, relevant 

variables are education, experience and some background 

variables. Occupational differences or changes in wages would 

therefore be attributable to differences in the composition 

of their work forces, and nothing more. 

While most see the status attainment tradition as 

individualistic, Blau and Duncan's work did originally have a 

structural feature. They posited that an individual's income 
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was ultimately the product of his or her parent's income or 

education. Blau and Duncan present what has become the 

quintessential view of sociology on wage determination: the 

outcomes of individuals depends on the outcomes of those to 

whom they are tied socially. Blau and D-uncan's analysis 

considered only connection to parents, but it reflects the 

general sociological view that our outcomes are tied to the 

outcomes of others. In contrast, the human capital model 

(elaborated below) relies solely on decisions made fay the 

individual to explain wages. 

By and large, however, the status attainment tradition 

growing out of Blau and Duncan's work ignored the truly 

structural aspects of wage, arguing that ultimately 

individual characteristics determine income. Sociologists and 

institutional economists would build a tradition 

demonstrating the extent to which firm, occupation and 

industry level variables could explain wage differences which 

individual level variables couldn't. Later work would 

criticize even the "new structuralist" (as well has the 

status attainment approach) for missing key insights into the 

process of wage generation. Granovetter (1981) notes, for 

example, that both the "new structuralist" and the status 

attainment traditions ignore the process by which individuals 

are paired with their jobs. 

Human capital theory is the economic counterpart to the 

status attainment/functionalist group of sociological 

theories. Its precept is the same: individuals who have 
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greater education and experience earn more money. But its 

driving force differs from status attainment theories in one 

key respect: whereas status attainment models take for 

granted the background characteristics of an individual, 

human capital theory suggests that humans actively invest in 

themselves in order to enjoy future returns. 

The primary difference between human capital and status 

attainment approaches is the locus of action. For status 

attainment the individual is a relatively static entity, 

impressed upon by all manner of outside forces. For human 

capital theory, the individual is the locus of action. The 

individual is a rational decision maker, one who decides 

proactively how much to invest in him or herself. In human 

capital theory the amo\int of training a person receives is 

really a question of return on investment. For every decision 

regarding whether to invest or not invest, the individual 

weighs the alternatives between the expected return from 

investing in some form of capital vs. the opportxinity cost of 

investing. If the expected return exceeds the opportunity 

cost, the individual is expected to proceed with the training 

(Bosworth, Dawkins and Stromback, 1996. See also Ehrenberg 

and Smith, 1997). 

Human capital theoretically can represent any form of 

experience or training which increases a person's ability to 

earn, even things which aren't diirectly related to earnings, 

such as learning to cook. In practice, however, research 

using human capital variables limit themselves to 3 kinds of 
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capital: formal education, such as that gained in 

universities, labor force experience, and on-the-job-

training, education specifically geared to performance of 

one's j ob. 

Economists also identify the extent to which human 

capital is useful to the individual in either their current 

work environment or in all work environments. General human 

capital refers to experience and training which is generally 

useful; that is, it is useful to the individual in any firm, 

regardless of where the capital was acquired. Specific human 

capital refers to experience and training which is useful 

only in the firm in which it was acquired. 

Human capital theory is not so much a theory of wages as 

it is a theory of wage differentials. It explains why people 

have different amounts of human capital: for different 

individuals the return to any given human capital investment 

is different. For some it is v/orth it, while for others the 

predicted return does not exceed the opportunity cost. Hence, 

wage differentials really reflect hxxman capital 

differentials. Those who have invested more in themselves 

command a higher wage. But this does not directly explain why 

more human capital should produce a higher wage. 

Human capital leads to higher wages through its 

relationship to productivity. Those with more capital are 

thought to be more productive workers, and hence must be paid 

more. Human capital can also affect wage through supply. 

Presumably those with more capital must be scarcer, and thus 
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supply must be lower, leading to higher wages. Thus, human 

capital is linked to wage through its relationship to the 

supply of labor, which will be explored in more detail below. 

When considering occupational wage differentials, 

individualistic theories are often adapted to explain group 

outcomes. Group outcomes are siitply the aggregate of 

individual outcomes, which are determined by individual 

characteristics. Therefore, group differences in wage must be 

determined by differences in average group characteristics, 

such as educational level and age. Occupational wages differ 

because the characteristics of occupational members differ. 

Stiructural theories assert that this is not the entire story, 

however. 

2.2 Structural Theories of Wage 

Human capital and status attainment theories have been 

criticized for their lack of attention to social context, as 

they as Slime that the sole predictors of income are individual 

characteristics. Structural theories of wage were developed 

to address extra-individual factors which may accovint for 

differences in wages. The key feature of most structural 

theories is the idea that relationships between individuals, 

firms, and industries determine outcomes, rather than 

individual characteristics. 

The first set of structural theories I consider are 

theories of discrimination. Discrimination theories 



originated as an explanation for the failure of human capital 

and status attainment theories to explain wage differentials. 

Discrimination is not normally applied to occupational v/age 

differences, but can easily do so in a system of occupational 

groups which are heterogeneous with respect to race or gender 

composition. For instance, occupations which are primarily 

composed of women might have lower wages iinder conditions of 

discrimination. Occupational wage differentials would be said 

to arise, therefore, from differences in the demographic 

composition of occupations. 

Several types of discrimination exist, each of which has 

different implications for occupational wage differences. 

Taste discrimination, suggested initially by Becker (1957), 

posits that either employers, workers, or customers have a 

taste for discrimination. Institutional sociologists might 

argue that this 'taste' is the result of a societal norm or 

custom. As a result of this taste, certain groups are 

discriminated against with respect to hiring. In order for 

members of this group to be hired they must offer their labor 

at less than the market clearing price. This leads to 

occupational wage differences in cases where occupations are 

heterogeneous with respect to the group in question. 

Under the neoclassical model, taste discrimination 

should not persist in a competitive market, under conditions 

of constant costs of production. As long there exist some 

employers are non-discriminatory, those employers will have a 

supply of cheaper labor than discriminatory employers. Non-
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discriminatory employers will hence have a competitive 

advantage over discriminatory employers, and eventually 

discriminatory employers will be out-competed. 

Statistical discrimination is an alternate form of 

discrimination which is not predicted to erode in a 

competitive market (unless it is really "error" 

discrimination, discussed below). Statistical discrimination 

suggests that employers make decisions about an individual's 

productivity based on the average (perceived) productivity of 

the group to which the individual belongs (Arrow 1972, Phelps 

1972, Lloyd and Niemi 1979). The employer does this because 

(s)he cannot accurately assess the true productivity of the 

potential applicant. This form of discrimination is not 

predicted to erode by neoclassical theory, since it is based 

on real productivity differences. Essentially it argues that 

groups are paid less money simply because they are less 

productive. 

Error discrimination is similar to statistical 

discrimination as it involves employer's perceptions about 

the average productivity of a particular group. In the case 

of error discrimination, however, the perception of lower 

productivity is incorrect. En^loyers are making hiring 

decisions based on biased perceptions of their potential 

employees. Like taste discrimination, error discrimination is 

presumed to disappear in a competitive market. Error 

discrimination should erode in a competitive market when 

there exist some employers who do not underestimate the 
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productivity of the members of the discriminated against 

group. These employers would hence have access to cheaper 

labor than employers with misperceptions and would hence out 

compete the error employers. 

A final type of discrimination often discussed is 

monopoly discrimination. This kind of discrimination exists 

when there is either only one buyer of labor for a particular 

group, or a group of buyers who act collectively. The 

monopsonistic employer can thus pay lower wages to the 

excluded group. Monopoly models have been applied to gender 

groups (Madden, 1973; Hartmann, 1976; Strober, 1984) and 

racial groups (Bonacich, 1972; Reich, 1978) . Monopoly 

discrimination is often linked to Marxist or conflict theory. 

It is presumed to be a strategy by which employers exploit 

labor, under conditions where labor supply elasticities are 

different (see Robinson, 1933). 

Discrimination is an interesting approach to wage 

differentials, particularly with respect to the question 

addressed by this dissertation. Discrimination essentially 

proposes that there is differential demand for different 

kinds of workers. It is clearly applicable to social network 

structure, as it suggests a pattern in the ties between 

employers and potential employees. That is, discrimination 

suggests a pattern to the ties that do exist. The theory I 

present below could be considered a discrimination theory 

because it demonstrates how employers/occupations 

differentially select members, as well as how potential 
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employees select employers. 

My theory differs, however, in that it doesn't require 

an explicit, intentional prejudice, whether pure prejudice or 

statistical prejudice. Rather, the structural theory 

presented here relies only on the homophilous distribution of 

network ties. Thus it could be called homophily 

discrimination, or, discrimination produced by the prejudice 

of network ties. 

Beyond theories of discrimination, Marxist and conflict 

theory has developed into a wide variety of wage differential 

theories. The f-undamental insight taken from Marx is that 

inequality arises not as a result of single individual's 

characteristics but rather as the result of the structural 

differentials between groups of people, specifically 

differentials in control over the means of production. A 

Marxist would therefore explain an occupational group's 

income as a fxmction of that group's control over the means 

of production. 

Growing out of both Marxist and institutionalists' 

perspectives, the "new structuralism" showed that features of 

industries and firms affect the wages of individuals above 

and beyond the effects of those individuals' characteristics 

(Farkas, England and Barton, 1988) . Structural concerns first 

arose from the idea of economic segmentation, a 

noncompetitive partition of markets, industries, or firms 

(Averitt, 1968; Edwards, 1979; Gordon, 1972). Segmentation 

theorists argued essentially that the economy and its markets 
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are not a single arena, and that the dynamics of resource 

distribution are noc the same across segments of the economy. 

The wage function that existed for any segment depended on 

characteristics of the firms or industries in that segment. 

Segmentation theory spawned many lines of research, most 

notably the dual/segmented labor market, and the "new 

structuralist" approach. 

New structuralists argued that the effects of structure 

occur on the industry, occupation and firm levels. Initially, 

v/ork focused on the industiry level. Much work fovind that 

industry effects on earnings existed in addition to the 

normal human capital effects (Beck, Horan, and Tolbert 1978; 

Kalachek and Raines, 1976; Bibb and Form, 1977) . In general, 

findings indicated that industries with high profit levels, 

high levels of capital accumulation and intensity, and large 

firms tend to have employees with higher incomes. In 

addition, early findings indicated that individuals in these 

'core' industries had higher returns to education, that is, 

higher returns to human capital investment than individuals 

in the periphery industries. 

Occupational distinctions have also been studied fairly 

extensively. Stolzenburg, Osterman, and others showed effects 

of occupation on earnings, apart from the occupational labor 

force composition (Stolzenberg, 1975; Osterman, 1975; 

Kalachek and Raines, 1976; Bibb and Form, 1977) . In general 

these early works tended to have crude occupational 

distinctions. For instance, Kalachek and Raines used 7 
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occupational categories, Stolzenberg divided occupation into 

4 categories: professionals, craftsmen, clerical and 

laborers, and Bibb and Form had only 3 categories. 

Evidence for the effects of occupational group was not 

as striking as that for industrial sectors. For instance, 

while Stolzenberg (1975) found effects of occupation. Bibb 

and Form found that their crude occupational (skill) 

distinctions did not explain variation nearly as much as 

sectoral distinctions and gender. Kalachek and Raines (1976) 

also found occupational differences in wage, as well as 

industry effects, but concluded that these factors weigh much 

less heavily than human capital variables. 

Stolzenberg•s (1975) study of occupational wage 

attainment and labor markets is particularly relevant to this 

dissertation. Stolzenberg argued that labor markets are 

fragmented across occupational lines and this leads to 

different processes of wage attainment for different 

occupations. He found evidence that the processes of wage 

determination varied across occupations. He suggested that 

there are 3 sources of variation in occupational wage 

processes: factors affecting the demand for labor, factors 

affecting the supply of labor and factors affecting the 

social organization of work and wage setting (he used unions 

as an example). In this dissertation I focus on Stolzenberg's 

second point, the factors affecting labor supply. 

Regarding supply and demand for labor, Stolzenberg 

argued that occupational differences in skill requirements 



essentially segregate the markets for labor from one another. 

Stolzenberg argued for the "occupation-as-market" 

perspective. He emphasized non-competitive aspect of labor 

markets. That is, he argued that due to skill differences, 

occupations have completely different labor pools. In 

addition he argued for macro level analyses, as opposed to 

analysis on the level of the individual: "these processes are 

best studied on the aggregate level of analysis on which they 

operate." In general Stolzenberg fo-und that occupational 

differences in wage were stronger than firm effects, that is, 

wage varied quite a bit even within supposedly "high wage" 

firms. 

Much of the new structuralist work argued that labor 

markets (among other groups, such as industries and firms) 

are segmented, and this segmentation produces wage 

differentials. Segmentation refers to a partition of labor 

markets in which there exist two or more distinct labor 

markets whose participants act only in one market; i.e. they 

are only able to compete in one market. 

Segmented labor market theory traces its routes to 

Mill's rejection of Adam Smith's competitive market model, 

proposing instead the existence of 'non-con^eting groups.' 

(Bosworth, Dawkins, and Stromback 1996). This concept was 

bolstered in the 50s by institutionalists who asserted the 

importance of structured and balkanized labor markets (Dunlop 

1957 and Kerr 1954) . Doeringer and Piore (1971), building on 

Dunlop's concept of the "wage-strueture," argued that the 
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wages a particular job receives will depend on its position 

in a system of jobs, a job hierarchy within a firm. In 

addition it is argued that a firm (or industry) with an 

internal labor market provides substantial advantages over 

individuals in firms without internal labor markets. 

The perception of the advantages of internal labor 

markets led theorists to the concept of dual labor markets. 

Two distinct markets exist, one with favorable outcomes for 

its participants and one with less favorable outcomes, the 

poor being confined to the less favorable market. Such 

markets are considered primary, while workers not reaping the 

advantages of internal labor markets are said to be in 

secondary markets (Edwards, 1975). Later work suggested more 

than two markets may exist. 

Some dual labor market work shifted its focus from the 

labor market to industries. Bluestone, Murphy and Stevenson 

(1973), Bibb and Form (1977), and Beck, Horan and Tolbert, 

(1978) argued that labor market segmentation effects are 

really industrial sector segmentation effects. That is, 

differences among industries account for differences in wages 

among workers in different labor markets, or different 

occupational groups. 

Beck, Horan and Tolbert (1978), for instance, argued 

that labor market forms are a consequence, rather than a 

cause, of segmented labor markets. For Beck, Horan and 

Tolbert, the segmentation of labor markets was due to the 

segmentation of industries which began in the late 19th 
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century. A core industrial sector dominated by large 

corporations arose and dominated production, free from open 

competition. These firms tend to see large assets, high 

productivity, and high profits. In contrast, smaller firms 

still competing in an open environment make up the periphery, 

and are characterized by low assets and low or uncertain 

profits. 

The segmented/dual labor market tradition came under 

heavy criticism on several points: 1) it has flawed sector 

taxonomies, 2) it is atheoretical and 3) it is tautological 

or merely descriptive at best. Many have pointed out the 

taxonomic flaw in most segmented approaches (Dickens and 

Lang, 1985; Hodson and Kaufman, 1982; Kaufman, Hodson and 

Fligstein, 1981; Cain 1976; Wachter, 1974). In general 

critics argued that the assumption of two segments is 

unrealistic, and should be subject to empirical test, and 

that the systems used to partition industries one of the two 

segments are not based in theory. Kaufman, Hodson and 

Fligstein (1981) argued that previous work on segmented labor 

markets assumes dualism, when such a conclusion should be the 

subject of empirical tests. They conclude that empirical test 

can identify up to 16 distinct sectors. Their result is 

interesting because it suggests that segmentation is perhaps 

a red herring. Rather than looking for distinct sectors, 

research should focus on finding the dimensions which affect 

outcomes in industries. 

The taxonomic problem may stem from the second issue. 
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the lack of theoretical foundation. The segmented labor 

market literature is not based on a process of gradual 

formulation, testing and reformulation of theory. Rather, the 

literature generally is concerned with showing that 

arbitrarily chosen segments have income effects. The theory-

is presiimably based on the con^etitive advantages of firms in 

some industries over others, but the theoretical assiomption 

is never formally tested. 

Finally, segmentation literature was criticized for 

being merely descriptive and circular. As it has no clear 

theoretical model to test, empirical work merely describes a 

fact: people in some industries make more money than people 

in others, and also perhaps an ancillary fact: the returns to 

education are higher in some industries than others (although 

this finding is not universally supported) . Further, some 

empirical work on the segmented labor market has been accused 

of being tautological. Sectors were defined in such a way as 

to guarantee an effect. In other words the dependent variable 

is often created using the explanatory variables. Hence, it 

is no surprise that people in high income industries have 

high incomes. 

Recent work in dual markets has found little or no 

difference between the sectors in terms of returns to 

education (Sakamoto and Chen, 1991). Zucker and Rosensten 

(1981) found that few of dual economy theory's predictions 

are supported, and that the results are sensitive to the 

sectoral classification scheme. These results point to the 
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arbitrariness of classification schemes and to the need for a 

theoretical foundation. 

Segmentation theory, while heavily criticized, is still 

a useful concept simply because it recognizes that labor 

markets are not a single homogeneous entity, but rather are 

partitioned in some fashion. The question remains, however, 

how are labor markets partitioned? While I don't claim to 

answer that question in this dissertation, I do hope to 

present a framework which may be useful for describing 

patterns of partitioning. Borrowing from segmentation theory, 

I suggest that labor markets are not single homogeneous 

wholes, but are not v/holly partitioned, either. In other 

words, there exist semi-competing groups in which the degree 

of conpetition for members can vary from totally non-

overlapping, to completely overlapping. The concept of 

overlap will be developed further in the next chapter. 

I now briefly turn to other structural explanations for 

differentials in wages. Borrowing from both institutionalists 

and structuralists, Farkas, England, and Barton (1988) 

suggested two propositions iinderlying structural explanations 

of wages: 1) wages are higher when employees have more 

bargaining power, and 2) bargaining power is more effective 

when profit levels are higher. Bargaining power can be 

affected by many factors, according to Farkas, England, and 

Barton. Unions, the own wage demand elasticity, the effects 

related to sabotage and shirking, and class consciousness all 

have been hypothesized to affect the bargaining power of 
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employees. Own wage demand elasticity refers to the extent to 

v/hich increases in own wage lead to a decline in the demand 

for labor. Farkas, England, and Barton noted that the Hick's 

Marshall Laws govern demand elasticity, and that the 

implications of these laws may predict bargaining power. 

In another model of worker bargaining power, Sorensen 

and Kalleberg (1981) proposed a model of matching individuals 

to jobs based on employer/employee control of the job 

position. They essentially argue that in closed systems, in 

which employees have control over access to positions, wages 

are not governed by competitive market forces, while in open 

systems, in which the employer retains control over 

positions, the ability to fire the employee at will, then the 

neoclassical wage competition model prevails. Eliason (1995) 

tested this model and finds that in closed systems employees 

are able to bid up their wage beyond what they would normally 

get for their abilities, thus conferring an advantage over 

those in open systems. 

Bargaining power is easily applied to occupational wage 

differentials, for it is easy to imagine that bargaining 

power varies across occupations as the demand for members of 

occupations varies. In other words, for occupations in which 

employees are scarce we would expect members of those 

occupations to have greater bargaining power than in 

occupations where there are more job seekers than available 

positions. This suggests that supply and demand are integral 

to the wage issue. In section 2.4 I turn to theories of 
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supply and demand. First however I finish rt^ review of 

structural theory. 

Few theories have attempted to integrate the various 

traditions. Fligstein, Hicks and Morgan (1983) attempted an 

integration of human capital, status attainment and 

structuralist theories. They asserted that earnings are 

determined by three factors: individual capacity, the 

structure of production, and the relationships of individuals 

within their structural positions. This piece is perhaps one 

of the more complete attempts to find a good general theory 

of income, but unfortunately stops short of creating a truly 

structural theory of income. Instead, its analysis uses only 

proxies for relational variables. Rather than accounting for 

actual exchange relations, Fligstein, et. al. use the 

traditional Marxist variables, "employer," "manager," "petite 

bourgeois," etc. These variables are merely labels for 

groups, rather than being measures of actual exchange 

relations. 

Recently, a nev/ structural tradition has arisen focusing 

on individual's network ties as the key structural element in 

determining wages. Lin, Ensel and Vaughn (1981a & b) began a 

strain of work, based on Granovetter's (1973) weak tie 

theory, which argue that access to weak ties provides 

individuals access to higher status occupations. These works 

generally concluded that weak ties offer individuals access 

to higher status occupations (Lin, et. al. 1981a & b, Lin and 

Dxomin 1986, Campbell, Marsden and Hurlbert 1986, De Graaf and 
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Flap 1988, Wegener 1991) . Other work, however, concludes that 

weak ties do not ultimately afford their holders access to 

higher status positions (Murray, Rankin and Magill 1981, 

Murray and Poolman 1982, Marsden and Hurlbert 1988) or higher 

wages (Bridges and Villemez 1986). Finally, some recent work 

concludes that the effect of weak vs. strong ties depends on 

the type of tie. Podolny and Baron (1997) argued that in 

networks related to task advice or strategic information 

bridging ties are positively related to mobility, while in so 

called fate-control networks, bridging ties have a negative 

relationship to mobility. 

Several mechanisms are posited for the effect of ties on 

wages. Lin, et. al. (1981a & b) and Wegener (1991), argue 

that simply the use of weak ties leads to higher paying jobs. 

Others (De Graaf and Flap 1988) argue that it is connection 

to high status persons that leads to higher incomes. Finally, 

some argue that it is access to a wide range of social 

resources that leads to higher paying jobs (Campbell, et. al. 

1986). 

The weak tie argument would suggest occupational wage 

differences if occupations differed in the way their members 

become linked to them. Occupations that recruit more heavily 

through weak ties might enjoy higher average wages than 

occupations which recruit through strong ties. This does not 

explain why weak ties are associated with higher wages, 

however, as the theory only states that weak ties give 

individuals access to higher status occupations. 
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The weak ties hypothesis therefore does not lead us 

directly to a structural theory of occupational wage 

differentials. It is really only a slight extension of the 

individualistic theory of status attainment. A truly 

structural theory should consider not only an individual's 

ties to others, but others' ties to others as well. The sum 

of all ties between all individuals weak and strong will 

determine who is hired where and at what price. While I do 

not formulate a theory of the distribution of weak ties and 

income in a system in this dissertation, I do present methods 

for considering a social structure in aggregate and its 

effects on income of occupations. 

2.3 Critique o£ Current Wage Theory 

Granovetter (1981) argued that wages are determined by 

the combination of three factors: (1) characteristics of jobs 

and employers; (2) characteristics of individuals occupying 

jobs; (3) the process by which (1) and (2) are matched with 

one another. Historically most work has focused on points (1) 

and (2). A great deal of work addressing point (3) has 

emerged recently, typically oriented more individualistically 

than s true tura1ly. 

In weak tie theory, for instance, weak ties are 

generally operationalized as an individual characteristic. 

Approaches such as the weak tie theory do not consider system 

level effects of structure, only the individual level 
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effects. Current research considers only the structural 

pattern of ego's networks, i.e., whether ego possesses a weak 

tie or not. No framework exists to incorporate the system 

level network pattern of all other individuals competing for 

a given position. That is, current research ignores larger 

structure. Figure 2.1 illustrates this point. In the figure 

the dotted lines are weak ties and the solid line is a strong 

tie. In the left coluinn, networks are displayed as weak tie 

dyads, in the right column, complete networks are shown. It 

is readily apparent from the figure that treating weak ties 

in isolation, i.e. as simple dyads, obscures network 

structure. Are the weak ties possessed by the lower 

individuals in (A) as useful as those in (B) ? Exchange theory 

would suggest not. 

The structuralist perspective suggests that status 

attainment is determined not only by the characteristics of 

individuals, or the characteristics of their individual 

network ties, but also by the group-level pattern of network 

connections between individuals competing for the same jobs. 

The relationships of others affect the status of the 

individual in many ways. In particular, the number of others 

competing for a single position will affect the wage 

ultimately received in that position. The effect of social 

structure on the competition of individuals for positions, 

or, conversely, the competition of positions for individuals, 

has received no attention in the literature to date, yet it 

is perhaps the only true sociological approach to the study 
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Figure 2.1: Atomistic vs. Holistic Network Structure 
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of wage. 

In the next chapter I will present a theory of the 

process by which individual interaction patterns affect 

competition for labor in occupations, and in turn how this 

affects the wages of occupations. To do this I incorporate 

basic neoclassical economic theory of supply and demand as a 

framework in which to place the allocation of individuals to 

occupations. Recall I argue above that hioman capital is 

linked to wage through its effect on supply and demand. The 

theory I develop in this dissertation also links wages to 

sociologically relevant variables through the dynamics of 

supply and demand. In the following section I describe the 

supply and demand framework, from both economic and 

sociological perspectives. 

2.4 Wages emd Supply and Demand 

Up to this point I have presented human capital as the 

economic answer to the question of wage determination, but 

this obscures the real focus of neoclassical economic wage 

theory. Neoclassical economics actually approaches question 

of wage in labor markets with a pair of questions: how do we 

determine how much labor is supplied by the population to a 

particular market, and how do we determine the amount of 

labor that is demanded by employers in a market? The answers 

to these two questions, aggregated over populations of buyers 

and sellers, determine the key variables "how many workers?" 
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and "at what price?" in any given system (Ehrenberg and 

Smith, 1997). 

Economic theory posits that the dynamics of supply and 

demand naturally regulate the distribution of income across 

individuals. In any given market, a single market-clearing 

wage exists which represents the intersection of two curves, 

the supply function and the demand function. The theory 

implies that a wage differential will exist when distinct 

markets have unique supply and demand fimctions which 

intersect at different wage levels. 

Essentially the supply and demand model is the dynamic 

form of the fxxnctional theory of stratification. In the 

language of fionctionalism, the equilibrium of supply and 

demand is a proxy for functional importance. For functionally 

important positions the demand tends to be high relative to 

supply, thus pushing the wage upward. For less important 

positions, supply is high relative to demand and wages are 

lower. 

While it is impossible to measure the functional 

importance of any given occupation to society, it is easy to 

measure the supply of labor to that occupation. We might 

assume that the supply will be related to the functional 

importance in the following way: Functional importance 

implies training, training implies time and money spent, and 

the amount of time and money spent is negatively related to 

supply. The more time and money that needs to be spent, the 

less individuals exist that are willing or able to do this. 
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Hence, labor supply is a proxy for functional importance. 

Standard labor market texts view decisions to supply 

labor in terms of individual utility functions (much of the 

following discussion follows Killingsworth, 1983, which 

provides a more detailed exposition on the theory of labor 

supply). A basic utility function will include an 

individual's taste for consumption of goods and services and 

the individual's taste for leisure time. That is, utility 

functions represent the individual's perfect balance between 

possessions and free time. Kence, an individual's decision to 

supply labor is a f\inction of the tradeoff between the 

utility of leisure time and the utility of consumable 

commodities. The tradeoff between utilities is commonly 

described in terms of an indifference curve. The arcs in 

Figure 2.2 give examples of such a curve. This curve simply 

represents equal levels of utility for the individual. It is 

usually shaped concave upwards, plotted against the 

dimensions of income and leisure time. Each individual 

actually has an infinite set of indifference curves each 

representing a different overall level of utility. This set 

of indifference curves can be visualized as a set of contours 

around a hill. Each contour represents different combinations 

of income level and leisure time that correspond to the same 

amount of total utility. In other words, traveling along the 

contour doesn't change the overall benefit perceived by the 

individual, theoretically. Individuals seek to reach the 

highest altitude on the hill as possible. 
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Figure 2.2: Indifference Curves 
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The limiting altitude to which the individual can reach 

is defined by the individual's budget function. The budget 

function is determined by the income from property (assumed 

constant, represented by the height of point b in the 

figure), plus whatever income the individual receives in 

wages (represented by the slope of the lines be, bd and be). 

The income received in wages is itself a function of the 

hours supplied by the individual and the going wage rate. The 

budget function represents the highest level of income an 

individual will receive given that she supplies X hours of 

labor. The point at which an individuals indifference curve 

is tangent to a given budget function represents the highest 

utility an individual can achieve and hence determines the 

hours she is willing to supply to the market. 

As wages increase, the budget line rotates upwards, 

becoming tangent to the indifference curve at a higher level 

of utility (in other words, line be becomes bd, bd becomes 

be). Whether an increase in wages results in an increase in 

the number of hours or a decrease in the number of hours 

supplied depends on the relative magnitudes of income and 

substitution effects. 

The substitution effect is defined as the change in 

hours worked given a change in the wage, holding income 

constant. Theoretically the sxibstitution effect is positive, 

suggesting that an increase in wage will always increase 

hours worked. This can also be understood in terms of the 

(opportunity) cost of leisure. An increase in wage is an 
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increase in the cost of leisure, prorr^jting people to consume 

less of it. 

The income effect is defined as the change in hours 

worked given a change in income, holding wages constant. This 

effect is presumed to be negative, suggesting that an 

increase in income will induce a decrease in hours worked. In 

terms of leisure, as income increases, individuals will want 

to consume more leisure. 

Typically wages don't change without affecting income as 

well, implying that both effects must be considered when we 

consider the effect of wage changes. When the substitution 

effect is greater than the income effect, the net result is 

for the worker to increase the number of hours worked. 

Typically this effect prevails at low wage levels. When the 

income effect is greater, the net result is to decrease hours 

worked, as in Figure 2.2. This effect generally prevails at 

higher levels of wage. Thus the supply curve is actually 

backward bending. 

This relatively simple model has been modified in a 

variety of ways. Generally modifications take the form of 

alterations to the budget line. The effect of taxes, 

rationing, and constrained budget lines all simply modify the 

shape and position of the individual's budget line. In 

general these alterations take either only individualistic 

considerations, or aggregate market considerations into 

account, rarely invoking truly structural factors. 

For the most part this model is atomistic, assuming that 
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individuals are either unaffected by other individuals in 

their market decisions, or are affected by others only 

through the aggregate effects of other individuals on the 

market. Some modifications to the model do not alter the 

atomistic assiirt^tion. For instance, the effect of taxes is 

uniform across individual budget lines, taxes affect everyone 

in inherently the same way. Along the same lines, rationing 

generally means a constraint imposed by employers on 

employees, not affected by the connections between 

individuals. 

One extension to the theory does explicitly recognize 

the interdependence of individuals (for examples of family 

centered theories, see Ehrenberg and Smith, 1997). Family 

models of supply link an individual's decision to supply 

labor to the decisions of spouses and other family members. 

However, this model goes no further than to assume that the 

utility curves of family members are jointly determined. 

Beyond the reach of one household, individual decisions are 

still seen as independent. Indeed family models could simply 

be seen as studying atomistic family units. 

Economists extend the basic model to apply to groups, 

such as occupations, by aggregating supply curves. An 

individual may be said to have a set of labor supply curves, 

one for each occupation for which the individual possesses 

the necessary skills. The supply of labor for a particular 

occupation, then, is the aggregate of the supply functions 

for all individuals skilled for that occupation (Bosworth, 
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Dawkins and Stromback, 1996). Note, however that the supply-

curves are not independent of one another. An increase in the 

relative wage of an occupation will affect supply to other 

occupations, as the occupation could be said to "steal" 

workers from its competitors. Thus this model is not as 

atomistic as its predecessors. 

The occupational supply model also addresses a weakness 

of earlier models of labor supply: the assumption of a 

homogeneous labor force. Individuals in this model must be 

distinguishable in order to determine which individuals are 

suited to which jobs. The primary characteristics on which 

individuals are distinguished are skills and training. Hxaman 

capital theory, which I will explore further in the next 

section, deals with the implications of heterogeneity of 

skills and training. 

Another characteristic often invoked by economists is 

the evaluation of the non-pecuniary aspects of jobs. 

Different people have a taste for different kinds of work. 

These differences affect supply curves such that, all else 

equal, two individuals may have different supply functions 

for the same occupation simply because one values the non-

pecuniary rewards of the occupation higher. 

Interestingly, little attention is paid to influences of 

others on individuals' tastes, skills or experience. While 

the interdependence of occupations is recognized (although 

rarely in eirpirical models) , the interdependence of 

individuals is ignored. Sociological theory suggests that the 
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connections between individuals shapes tastes and skills. 

Before going further into the implications of sociological 

theory, I encapsulate two prominent theories in economics 

(and sociology) and their relationship to the supply of labor 

to occupations. 

While the theory developed in this dissertation does not 

speak directly to the determination of demand for labor, I 

include a short discussion for completeness, as the model 

will consider both supply and demand simultaneously. Demand 

for labor is determined by variables associated with 

production and prices of goods/services and the interaction 

between capital and labor. Primarily, the demand for labor 

depends on the price of labor, the current market clearing 

wage. Economists see demand as related to wages in two forms: 

through the scale effect and through the substitution effect. 

The scale effect describes the decrease in sales created when 

a product's cost increases. As wages increases, prices 

increase, consumers buy less, and less workers are therefore 

needed to produce the product being sold. 

At the same time, demand and wages are related to one 

another through the substitution effect. The substitution 

effect refers to the substitutability of capital for labor. 

As wages increase, assuming the price of capital remains 

constant, employers search for more cost effective solutions 

to their production process. Generally the solution is to 

substitute capital (machines, for example) for workers. The 

greater the wage, the more cost effective substitution 
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becomes (to the extent that machines are able to s\ibstitute 

for hixmans in the production process.) Both the scale and 

substitution effects imply that the price of labor and demand 

are inversely related. 

Given both an aggregate supply function and demand 

function, the expected equilibrium (the expected market 

clearing wage) can be easily calculated. Both the wage and 

the quantity supplied are determined by the intersection of 

the supply and demand functions. This is the equilibrium 

point. A market is assumed to reach this equilibriiim point 

rather quickly after exogenous changes to the system. 

The simplest equilibrium model of the labor market is 

one in which all individuals compete in a single market and 

there exists a single equilibrium price, a point at which the 

market always arrives in each period. More sophisticated 

models will provide a wage structure, a set of wages related 

to a set of labor markets. The model I present in the 

following chapter allows equilibrium points to vary by 

occupational group, and hence will predict a set of wage 

levels and supply levels, rather than predicting a single 

equilibrium point for all occupations. 

2.5 Perspectives on the Supply of and Demand £or Laibor 

Given that the supply/demand dynamic determines wages, 

the next step to constructing a theory of wage is determining 

what factors affect the supply of labor to occupations and 
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what factors affect the demand for labor. To begin, I return 

to the human capital perspective, focusing here on its 

relevance to labor supply. I then consider theoretical 

perspectives on labor supply related to matching processes 

and the information problem. 

Economists have recognized the need for better models of 

supply, ones which do not assume a single market or a 

homogeneous work force. The theory of hiiman capital 

explicitly recognizes that jobs require a wide variety of 

skills, some of which take more resources to acquire than 

others. As a result the supply of labor to an occupation 

depends on the skills required and the cost of obtaining 

these skills. Individuals who pay the cost of acquiring these 

skills must then be given higher rewards. Human capital 

recognizes that multiple markets exist, although it does so 

generally only along the dimension of education, ignoring 

other relevant social dimensions. 

According to the theory of human capital, individuals 

will invest time and resources into obtaining more training 

to the extent that this training would be expected to 

increase their overall earnings in the long run. Since 

expected returns are different for every individual, the 

aggregate result is a distribution of individuals across a 

wide range of educational levels. As a result multiple labor 

markets are created: individuals at different levels of 

education become potential employees in different jobs, and 

are not substitutable for one another. Technically, human 
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capital theory is not a theory about heterogeneous labor 

market pools or about the overlap in labor markets. Rather, 

its primary purpose is to explain why individuals will accept 

the opportunity costs of going to school. One of its 

implications, however, is that there exists a distribution of 

individuals and occupations/jobs on the dimension of 

education, which may overlap with one another. 

Human capital theory tends to assume perfect information 

when individuals look for jobs. That is, it is assumed that 

individuals are never limited by their lack of knowledge of a 

job opportunity, rather they are limited by their lack of 

human capital, or other factors. It was not until economists 

saw the limits of information as a scarce commodity that they 

began to regard the matching problem as an aspect of supply 

that needed consideration in their models. 

Stigler (1961) first pointed out that information should 

be treated as a commodity, with the commensurate costs: time, 

effort, and money. Initially this subject was approached from 

the supply side (Stigler 1962, McCall 1970, Lippman & McCall 

1976, Siow 1984), viewing workers as engaging in a process of 

job search, which is rational, and attempts to minimize costs 

associated with the search. These approaches, while 

acknowledging the scarcity of information, still ignore 

social structural effects on job information: namely, they 

ignore social ties. 

Granovetter (1974) adds a sociological dimension to the 

job search question noting that workers often prefer 
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information from close personal sources to information from 

impersonal sources. In general economic approaches to the 

information problem suffered from the fact that the concept 

of "search" often doesn't adequately characterize the process 

by which individuals find jobs. Rather the information that 

lead to jobs is often embedded in the general social process 

(Granovetter, 1981). In other words, employment information 

is often a byproduct of social interaction focused on other 

ends. Hence, infoirmation on employment positions is part of a 

larger body of information that is transmitted daily through 

various social structures, which therefore must be 

incorporated in a theory of how persons are matched to jobs. 

A great deal of work was spawned by Granovetter's social 

tie insight. For instance, Lin and Dumin (1986) show that 

social ties affect access to occupations of various kinds. 

Being connected to someone in a particular occupation 

increases the chances that an individual will become a member 

of that occupation. The relevance of this finding for 

occupational labor supply will be further explored in the 

next chapter. 

Other work also suggests that social ties are important 

for determining the supply of labor to occupations. Rotolo 

(1995) concludes that an occupation's labor supply pool is 

directly related to the social ties of current members of the 

occupation. That is, since occupational groups recruit 

members through social ties, the social ties of the members 

of an occupation will determine, to some extent, the labor 
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pool of that occupation. 

Economists soon moved to the demand side of the 

information problem. How do employers find employees that 

best match their needs? Predominant theories are 

discrimination theory and signaling theory. I have already 

discussed discrimination theory, in this section I briefly 

discuss signaling theory and review dual labor market theory 

from a demand standpoint. 

Signaling or screening processes focus on the strategies 

used by employers to reduce the information costs associated 

v/ith matching jobs to people (Spence, 1974; Stiglitz, 1975) . 

It has come into some conflict in economics since it opposes 

the primary explanation of human capital. Signaling arguments 

suggest that education acts not as a real increaser of 

productivity, but rather as a badge signifying usefulness 

that employers accept, regardless of whether they are truly 

more productive (Blaug, 1976). 

Dual labor market theory is essentially a theory of 

discrimination, but implicitly the theory works through the 

principles of both supply and demand. Both supply and demand 

forces work to partition markets. With respect to labor 

supply, geography limits certain groups to work in the 

periphery sector. On the demand side, theorists argue that 

employers use social characteristics, such as race, to screen 

potential employees (Hodson and Kaufman 1982, Kaufman 1986) . 
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2.6 Conclusion 

Despite attacks from structuralists, institutionalists 

and conflict theorists, the hiiman capital/status attainment 

tradition remains the prevalent model of earnings in the 

social sciences. Recent advances in analyses that attempt to 

incorporate social structure, such as the weak ties 

literature, still resort to mostly individualistic models. 

Despite the inclusion of network ties, both sociological and 

economic models still treat individuals somewhat 

atomistically. 

Perspectives dealing with such effects as segmented 

labor markets have some appeal, but they fail to challenge 

individualistic theories. Other structural and institutional 

theories, such as those based on the bargaining power of 

employees, provide insights into occupational wage dynamics, 

but still don't provide a truly structural analysis. 

The economic model of supply and demand comes closest to 

a theory of wages which is truly structural, for it suggests 

that the wages of a particular individual will depend on her 

relation to all other individuals in the labor market. Supply 

and demand theories stop short, however, of modeling the 

pattern of network ties which shapes the interdependence of 

multiple labor markets. 

Of all the perspectives reviewed here, the supply and 

demand framework seems most promising as a foundation for the 

development of structural theories of occupational wage. The 

supply and demand framework has advantages over other 
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frameworks because not only does it have an underlying 

philosophy which is inherently structural (one's outcomes are 

affected by the outcomes of others) but it explicitly posits 

a mechanism by which this interdependence operates. 

This mechanism can perhaps best be understood through 

social exchange theory. One prediction generated by e:cchange 

theory is that outcomes are affected by network structures of 

dependence. One robust result from this theory is the effect 

of having alternatives on one's outcomes: the more 

alternatives an individual has, the better off she is. The 

less alternatives the individual has, the more likely she is 

to have to accept a lower income. 

To see how this works recall from Figure 2.1 the 

holistic structure in scenario A. The central actor (at the 

top) in this structure has two alternatives for exchange. If 

we imagine that the lines are potential employment relations 

and that the top actor is the employer and the bottom actors 

the potential employees, it becomes clear that the employer 

is in advantageous position, assuming only one employee will 

be hired. The employer can accept the labor of the employee 

willing to work at the lowest price. Indeed, the employer can 

play off the two potential employees, inducing them to bid 

lower and lower until some lower limit is reached. 

Supply and demand can be seen as a large scale 

description of networks of alternatives and dependence. When 

supply is high relative to demand, employers have more 

alternatives and potential employees have less. Salaries 
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decrease as a result. When the situation is reversed, 

employees have the alternatives and it is they who can 'bid 

up' their price. Thus supply and demand can be seen as the 

aggregate effect of (potential) ties between employers and 

the labor pool. 

My theory is a natural extension of the framing of 

supply and demand in terms of network ties. Once we see 

supply and demand as the reconciling of network connections, 

the next question to ask becomes, "how do social phenomena 

affect the pattern of ties between employers and potential 

employees?" Further this patterning of ties is expected to 

affect outcomes such as occupational wage. In the next 

chapter I develop a theory of occupational wage which 

integrates both social structural theory, ecological theory, 

and the supply and demand framework. 
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CHAPTER 3 : THE ECOLOGICAL THEORY OF LABOR SUPPLY 

In this chapter I demonstrate how ecological theory 

provides a convenient framework for building a systematic 

sociological/structural theory of labor supply, demand, and 

wages. The theory is rooted in the structural traditions of 

Peter Blau, Bruce Mayhew and Miller McPherson. Peter Blau 

(1977) highlighted the role of social dimensions in 

structuring social interaction. His ideas provide the 

foundation for the construct of social space which is used to 

provide a context in which to study labor markets. 

Bruce Mayhew provides the ideological impetus for doing 

structuralist analyses. He argues (1980, 1981) that 

structuralists (i.e. sociologists) should be in the business 

of studying "system organization," rather than individual 

behavior. The study of system organization implies that 

individuals, or occupations for that matter, cannot be 

studied in isolation, but must be observed as parts of a 

greater whole, the system. It is his work which ultimately 

convinces me that a truly structural analysis is necessary-

as opposed to the traditional individualistic approaches 

generally used to explain wages and labor market outcomes. 

Miller McPherson applied the principles of Blau, Mayhew, 

and others to ecological theory to generate a structural 

theory of groups. He argued that ecological principles can be 

applied to social organization inside the social space 

suggested by Blau's theory. His theory asserts that 
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demographic change is driven by competition between groups in 

social space. My theory asserts that wage change is also 

driven by the same competition mechanism. 

3.1 Job Matching and Labor Supply 

Structural theory suggests the following proposition: 

individuals are matched to jobs through their connections to 

others. While this may not seem like a radical propositions 

remember that economic theory suggests that individuals are 

matched to jobs based on their preferences, and as a result 

of their rational decision making and goal oriented behavior. 

Economic theory suggests that the most important factors in 

determining who is matched to which occupation are things 

like wages, hours worked, and the amenities and disamenities 

of the job. The structural view suggests, however, that the 

individual is limited to the menu of jobs presented to her by 

her contacts. 

A good deal of research shows the importance of social 

ties for matching jobs to people. Granovetter (1974) shows 

that many jobs are found as a result of social contacts, 

rather than directly by search. Many others have shown that 

social contacts are an important means by which individuals 

find jobs (Corcoran, Batcher and Duncan 1980a & b; Lin and 

Dumin 1986; Holzer 1987; Braddock and McPartland 1987, 

• Indeed, at least since Simmel (1908) sociologists have 
recognized the importance of social connections in nearly all 
aspects of social life. 
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Campbell and Marsden 1990, Bian 1997). Some studies indicate 

that up to 60% of jobs are acquired through the use of 

informal ties. 

Labor economists have also recognized the importance of 

social ties (Myers and Shultz 1951, Fames 1954, Sheppard and 

Belitsky 1966; Rees and Shultz 1970, Rees and Gray 1982; 

Montgomery 1991). In a summary of the aforementioned work, 

Montgomery (1991) reports that about half of all workers 

foixnd their jobs through informal social ties. Granovetter 

(1974) notes that the percentage of workers finding their 

jobs through personal contacts varies by occupational 

category, ranging from 43.5% for technical workers to 65.4% 

for managerial v/orkers. 

Explicit models of how social networks affect labor 

supply are in short supply, however. Montgomery (1991) 

presents one of the few attempts at such models, using a 

simple explicit network structure. He concludes that the use 

of network ties may be beneficial both to the firm in terms 

of profit and to the worker in terms of the distribution of 

wage offers. 

The proposition that individuals are matched to their 

jobs through network connections is not particularly useful 

unless we are aware of the pattern of network ties among a 

set of individuals. V-Jhile it might be helpful to possess 

complete information on network structure, it will suffice to 

deduce a general pattern of network ties. Therefore, I add a 

second proposition, also from structural theory: individuals 
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tend to interact with others who are similar to themselves. 

This proposition is also know as the homophily principle. 

Homophily is often expressed in the form of the well known 

axiom "birds of a feather flock together." A more systematic 

statement of this proposition reads, "the probability of 

interaction between any two individuals increases as their 

similarity on any given social characteristic increases." 

Most sociodemographic characteristics display homophily: 

race, sex, age, education, income, religion, etc. 

There is ample evidence in the literature that 

occupational recruitment and selection are shaped by network 

ties; the effect of homophily on recruitment ties has not 

been as well established, however. Much of the research 

spawned by Granovetter's (1973) weak tie argument argues that 

jobs found through weak ties tend to be of higher status and 

wage. The results from weak tie research are mixed, with some 

supporting (Granovetter 1974; Lin, Vaughn and Ensel 1981; 

Lin, Ensel and Vaughn 1981; De Graaf and Flap 1988; Wegener 

1991), and some not supporting (Murray, Rankin, and Magill 

1981; Bridges and Villemez 1986; Marsden and Hurlbert 1988) 

the weak ties hypothesis. 

Even ignoring the effects of personal networks, we can 

see how homophily can affect recruitment/selection into an 

occupation. Windolf and Wood (1988) find that many firms 

employ screening mechanisms designed to exclude potential 

candidates that don't fit in with the current firm. They 

describe the methods by which managers interviewing potential 
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candidates decide on the fit between candidates and the firm: 

"most personnel managers use., their own 'intuition' and 

a system of 'signals' which have proved their worth in 

practice. Signals are the items of information 

transmitted by applicants: their clothing and posture 

will indicate a degree of social competence and ability 

to integrate." (p. 146). 

This passage illustrates how firms and occupations tend to 

recruit members who resemble their existing labor force, even 

when potential candidates aren't recruited by homophilous 

network ties. The ability of a new hire to integrate into the 

firm will depend on his/her similarity to members of the 

firm, and thus employers tend to choose candidates similar to 

those already employed in the firm. 

A logical implication of the two propositions stated 

above is that any given occupation's pool of potential 

members will be demographically similar to that occupation's 

current set of members. In other words, occupations will tend 

to recruit new members who are similar to their existing 

members. Through homophily, labor markets tend to reproduce 

themselves from generation to generation. Another implication 

of the previously stated propositions is that occupations 

will be related to one another on the basis of the similarity 

of their members. That is, the extent to which their members 

are similar, occupations will influence each others' 

outcomes. 
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3.2 Blau-Space 

The argviment from the preceding section suggests that 

occupations influence each other through the similarity of 

their members. To measure occupational similarity I utilize 

Blau•s theory of social parameters. The work of Blau (1977) 

provided the beginnings of a metric for the social ixniverse. 

Blau argued that social interaction is organized along a set 

of social parameters, or dimensions. Individuals are 

differentiated by the various parameters, and this 

differentiation governs social interaction. 

Later work by McPherson and others (McPherson 1983, 

McPherson and Ranger-Moore 1991) applied Blau's principles to 

the organization of observable social phenomena. They 

suggested that Blau's parameters can be used to form a space 

(which they term "Blau-space") in which social phenomenon 

occur in regular, observable and predictable patterns. Blau-

space is simply a multi-dimensional space whose dimensions 

are a set of sociodemographic characteristics, variables such 

as age, education, race and sex. Blau-space is formed by the 

collection of these dimensions, which contains a set of 

individuals whose locations are determined by their unique 

sociodemographic characteristics, i.e. their values on the 

variables associated with each dimension. 

Blau-space can incorporate an arbitrary niimber of 

dimensions. Using income as a dimension produces a one-

dimensional Blau-space in which individuals are distributed. 
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A theoretically infinite nioinber of dimension can be used". It 

is important to choose appropriate dimensions in constructing 

a Blau-space. Blau's theory suggests that social dimensions 

should be chosen which organize social interaction. In other 

words, those dimensions along which individual network ties 

are homophilous will be useful Blau-dimensions. 

Using dimensions on which social ties are homophilous 

suggests a refinement of the definition of homophily. 

Multiple positions imply distances between those positions, 

and distance implies dissimilarity. Hence the homophily 

principle implies that distance between any two individuals 

in Blau-space is negatively related to the probability of 

interaction between those two individuals. As a result of 

this relationship, the vast majority of ties will be 

parochial, to close neighbors, with more distant neighbors 

being chosen less frequently. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

difference between a Blau-space v/ith random network ties and 

one in which ties are homophilous. 

" How many social parameters exist and are relevant in the 
real social world is an unanswered question. Blau initially 
observed that many social parameters are highly correlated. 
Mcpherson and Ranger-Moore (1991) later suggest that in early 
human history there existed only one or two parameters which 
are highly correlated, and as human society became more 
differentiated, more parameters emerged, and these parameters 
also became less correlated with one another. They suggest 
that Blau-space thus unfolds over time, becoming more 
multiplex as social differentiation occurs. Theoretically 
there is no limit to the number of parameters that can exist. 



Figure 3.1: Random vs. Homophilous Network Ties 
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Blau-space is a useful construct insofar as it allows us 

to predict the pattern of network ties between individuals 

within it, and this in turn allows us to predict the flow of 

information in the system. Since network ties tend to be 

parochial, the information individuals receive will tend to 

come from nearby in Blau-space. A piece of information 

introduced at a single point in Blau-space can spread 

gradually throughout the system, being transmitted to a 

nearest neighbor each time it is passed. A useful metaphor 

here is the image of the stone thrown in the pond. The 

stone's impact is felt only at the point of impact first, 

then gradually its influence spreads outward throughout the 

pond. Note also that the waves created gradually diminish as 

they become more distant from the point of impact. 

The diminishing wave metaphor illustrates a fundamental 

property of Blau-space: the existence of niches. The niche is 

a localized region in Blau-space in which some phenomenon 

occurs more frequently than in other areas of Blau-space. For 

instance, a musical genre is said to occupy a niche if the 

individuals who prefer to listen to that genre cluster in 

Blau-space. We can imagine niches as distributed non-randomly 

in some fashion akin to the normal curve, rather than 

randomly scattered (i.e. uniformly distributed) throughout 

Blau-space. This result is intuitive: the fan cliib for the 

latest pop-rock group will probably consist mostly of 

individuals ixnder 30 years of age, while a bridge club will 

be more likely to have older members. 
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It has been shown that many type of social groups occupy 

distinct niches within Blau-space. Recent research in this 

field shows that voluntary organizations (McPherson 1983, 

McPherson and Ranger-Moore 1991, McPherson, Popielarz and 

Drobnic 1992, McPherson and Rotolo 1996), musical forms (Mark 

1998), and occupations (Rotolo 1995) all form niches in Blau-

space. The niche concept allows us to concretely define 

occupational labor pools. The niche of an occupation, across 

multiple dimensions, defines the space in which it draws new 

members. 

The preceding discussion shows how structural theory 

informs the labor pool and job matching questions, but 

doesn't solve the wage question, how are wages affected by 

the matching process? The way in which the supply of labor to 

occupations affects wages can best be understood in terms of 

the ecological theory of groups. This theory, represented by 

the work of McPherson et. al. (1983, 1991, 1992, 1995), 

characterizes all social groups as entities which compete 

for, and consume, resources. The most basic resource that 

social groups consume are people, i.e. members. The survival 

of a group depends on its ability to acquire and keep members 

in the face of competition with other groups which are 

attempting also to acquire and keep members. 

Social groups consume the time and other resources of 

their members. The more resources consumed by one group, the 

less that are available for consumption by other groups. 

Hence group membership is somewhat exclusive, as a person 
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become more involved in one group, she must become less 

involved in her other activities, given the finite amoixnt of 

energy one can expend in a unit of time. 

While all groups consume people, they do not all consume 

the same kind of person, and so competition between two 

groups may vary, depending on the similarity of their diets. 

Ecologists use the concept of a resource space to help 

describe competition in a system of living entities. 

Creatures with similar resource needs compete with one 

another. Blau-space is thus a type of resource space, and 

social groups reside in niches in Blau-space just as animals 

reside in niches in ecological space. Competition, then, 

becomes a question of similarity of niche: the extent to 

which two groups compete is a function of the similarity of 

their two niches, or, the extent to which their niches 

overlap. 

The concept of niche overlap is key to understanding 

competition. The degree to which an occupational niche is 

overlapped by other occupational niches determines the 

competitive forces an occupation will face. Overlap is 

positively associated with competition: the greater the 

overlap the greater the competition. Greater competition 

means, of course, a more intense struggle for resources. 

McPherson's theory suggests that groups will try to 

reduce the amount of competition they face by moving their 

niches. As competition increases in a given region, a group 

may begin to recruit members more heavily from regions which 
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have less competition, and reduce the amount of members 

recruited from regions of higher competition. This is 

essentially a substitution effect. This process will 

gradually move the location of the niche. Due to homophily 

and the pattern of network ties, this movement will occur 

gradually and smoothly through Blau-space, like the waves in 

the pond, rather than leaping across large distances without 

traveling through the intervening space. 

Cause (1934) suggested that when two entities are 

located in the same niche their competition for similar 

resources leads to competitive exclusion. The concept of 

competitive exclusion can be illustrated through the 

principle of least effort: groups will tend to find the 

location which minimizes the degree to which they compete 

with other groups for members. In a position of high 

competition, groups will shift their resource acquiring 

behavior, they will seek members who aren't as highly sought 

by other groups. The process is analogous to the behavior of 

water, constantly seeking the lowest altitude. Similarly, 

according to ecological theory, groups will constantly seek 

the region of lowest competition in Blau-space. 

The standard economic approach, when applied to group 

membership, is somewhat different: in the face of higher 

competition for resources, entities expend more energy to 

obtain those resources. Translated into the language of 

supply and demand, this means that the higher the demand for 

labor or the lower the supply, the more energy (i.e., higher 
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wages) a firm must expend in order to attract employees. 

Economists often couch this expenditure of energy in terms of 

signaling. Prices become a signal to workers as to which 

resources are most highly valued. 

While their responses to competition may differ, the 

economic mechanism for dealing with competition is not 

contrary to the ecological approach. Rather, I argue they are 

complementary. Both mechanisms may operate simultaneously, 

although not necessarily to the same degree. Hence, the 

economic theory of supply and demand may be seen as a part of 

a larger theory of social groups: commiinity ecology theory, 

based on competition between groups for individuals as 

resources. Using this connection I will show how ecological 

theory is a natural framework for demonstrating the effect of 

social networks on labor market outcomes. 

3.3 Labor Supply in Blau-Space 

In standard economic theory the price and quantity of 

labor are determined by the intersection of two curves, one 

representing the purchasing behavior of buyers and the other 

representing the selling behavior of sellers. The two 

dimensions we are interested in here are the price of labor 

(wage) and the quantity of labor (momber employed). Price 

here refers to the compensation for workers in return for 

their labor in a given market (i.e. wage). Quantity refers 

total number of workers employed in a given market. The two 

curves represent the relationship between price and quantity 
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for buyers and sellers. The supply curve represents the 

relationship between price and quantity from the perspective 

of the seller. As price (wage) increases, more sellers sell 

their labor. The demand curve represents this relationship 

from the perspective of the buyer. As price decreases, more 

buyers purchase labor. The intersection of the two curves 

determine price and available quantity of labor. In a static 

state, both quantity and price will be at an equilibrium 

point. 

The supply and demand curves for a given occupation 

depend on each occupation's particular market. In the system 

of occupations each individual occupation has its own unique 

subset of individuals which may be regarded as its labor 

pool. This subset is defined by the occupation's niche. The 

niche encompasses the area from which new members are drawn, 

thus defining the occupation's labor market. The supply of 

labor to an occupation therefore depends not only on the 

supply of individuals in the occupation's niche, but also the 

overlap of other niches, competition with other occupations. 

Returning to the wages question, I assert that 

differences in occupational wages are created, at least in 

part, by differences in the levels of competition experienced 

within occupational niches. High overlap in a niche means 

high competition, which means that supply is effectively 

lowered. All else being equal, adding occupational niches 

into a region shifts the supply curve leftward with respect 

to an existing niche in the region. This should result in an 
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increase in wage. Conversely, removing niches from a region 

will shift a given occupation's supply curve rightward, 

resulting in a decrease in wage. 

Now I present a formal set of statements of the process 

by which matching processes generate wages. Individuals are 

matched to jobs through their network connections, which 

match individuals with occupations whose members are similar 

to themselves. Each occupation, therefore, has a unique labor 

market defined by that occupation's niche in Blau-space. This 

unique labor market defines its own unique labor supply 

curve. Each supply curve depends on two factors: the n\imber 

of persons residing inside the niche, and the number of other 

occupations competing for members inside the niche. The 

interplay of these two factors determines the labor supply 

function and thus determines the wage. High competition and a 

small population lead to a leftward shift in the supply curve 

and an increase in wages. Low competition and a large 

population lead to a rightward shift in the curve, and a 

decrease in wage. The Competition Hypothesis derives 

directly from the preceding statements: the labor supply in a 

given occupation will be negatively related to the level of 

competition the occupation experiences. The corr^etition 

hypothesis suggests also that, holding demand constant, 

competition is positively related to wage. 

The key insight of the ecological theory is that an 

occupation's wage depends not only on the characteristics of 

the members of the occupation, but also on the niche position 
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of other occupations. This hypothesis irtplies that an 

occupation's wage can change without any change in its 

composition, i.e. an occupation's wage can change merely as a 

result of the movement of other occupational niches. Human 

capital theory, in contrast, suggests that only the 

characteristics of the members of an occupation will affect 

its wage. 

Hence we can generate competing hypotheses: the Human 

Capital Hypothesis states that a change in the composition 

of members of an occupation will affect wages, and then only 

in the direction of the change on human capital dimensions. 

Movement upwards on the education dimension, for instance, 

implies higher wage, while movem.ent downwards implies a lower 

wage. 

The Change in Con^etition Hypothesis, on the other 

hand, states that a change in the level of competition will 

affect wages, regardless of how that change came about. Hence 

a change in competition created by the movement of other 

niches can create wage change, as well as change created by 

the focal occupation's niche. Note also that the effect of 

direction of niche movement on wages is not absolute. A shift 

from lower to higher education may produce a decrease in 

wages if the level of corr^etition is lower at higher levels 

of education. 

Finally, hioman capital theory is distinct from 

ecological theory in its attention to the dimensions of 

interest. I have used education in previous examples since 



human capital theory has specific predictions about 

education. Ecological theory suggests that any socially 

relevant dimension (i.e. any dimension on which ties are 

distributed homophilously) will affect labor supply and 

therefore will affect wages. Hence the Niche Dimensions 

Hypothesis; the dimensions which define a set of 

occupational niches will include any dimension on which ties 

are distributed homophilously. 

In contrast, human capital theory suggests that only 

dimensions directly relevant to productivity need be 

considered. Thus, while education would be included in both 

theories, race and gender should not be dimensions of human 

capital under the human capital scheme^ while social 

structural theory would argue for their relevance. While age 

can be considered a proxy for experience, it is not a direct 

measure of human capital and should thus be less strongly 

related to wage outcomes than education. 

3.4 Discussion 

The theory I present suggests that differences in wages 

are a product of differences in competition between 

occupations. That is, the variation in competition for labor 

in various regions of Blau space drives wage differentials, 

rather than the characteristics of the individuals at various 
^ Human capital theory would suggest that race and gender 
should only matter when enployers see them as indicators of 
productivity, i.e. when they become dimensions of 
discrimination. 
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positions. Thus, ecological theory suggests that wage 

differentials are not a result of the fact that individuals 

are more productive at one end of Blau-space or the other, 

but rather because competition is higher at one end vs. the 

other. This has important implications for theories of wage. 

First, ecological theory implies that it is not so much 

the content of the social dimension which determines wage, 

but rather the patterns of social networks between 

individuals along the dimension that affects wages. Thus, any 

dimension along which the network structure varies, including 

gender and race, will affect labor market outcomes. In 

contrast, economic theory suggests that dimensionality is 

important only insofar as the dimension in question measures 

productivity. 

Second, commixnity ecology theory implies that the wage 

differential along dimensions which are known to have a 

relationship to income may sometimes have unexpected 

patterns. For instance, if competition is higher at the 9-12 

year range of education than the 16-20 year range, we might 

expect to see an inverse relationship of education and 

income. Admittedly, this seems unlikely and in any case 

wouldn't last long as the market would quickly adjust. But it 

v;ould imply that human capital is less of a tangible measure 

of productivity as it is more of a signal of competition. 

Community ecology theory is quite similar to 

discrimination theory, as essentially it argues that 

individuals are selected differently into jobs on the basis 
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of their personal characteristics, such as race, gender, age 

and even education. Although one doesn't normally consider 

selection criteria based on educational levels true 

discrimination, this is still discrimination by definition. 

Ecological theory, like discrimination theory, suggests that 

personal characteristics affect the chance that an individual 

will be selected into an given occupation. 

Ecological group theory differs from discrimination 

theory in that the biased selection is not intentional, nor 

is it only driven by the employer. Rather, social structure 

discriminates against job seekers, limiting them to jobs 

v/hose niche characteristics match their own personal 

characteristics. Thus while taste discrimination is expected 

to erode through the competitive process, structural 

discrimination is not expected to dissipate naturally, but 

rather will persist as long as occupational niches remain 

differentiated. This may explain why the apparent 

discrimination in current labor markets persists. In other 

words, contemporary 'discrimination' in labor markets may 

represent forces of ecological competition, rather than 

intentional discrimination. 

Ecological group theory is related to the segmented 

labor market theory in that it suggests the possibility of 

partitioning between markets. Unlike segmented labor market 

theory, however, ecological group theory provides a framework 

in which the extent to which markets influence one another is 

not assumed a priori. Ecological group theory does not 
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predefine "core" and "peripheir/-" sectors. In fact, it does 

not presuppose distinct sectors at all. Rather, ecological 

theory allows for an infinite number of possible market 

structures, and leaves the determination of which structure 

exists in a given system as an empirical question. 

There has been a great deal of debate in segmented labor 

market theory over how many segments actually exist. Indeed, 

its name changed from "dual" to "segmented" because the 

number of segments that existed was difficult to determine 

exactly. VJhile the theory tries to describe a system 

holistically, it has no mathematical model describing the 

v/hole. One contribution of this dissertation is to provide a 

formal model of a holistic system. 

My theory presents a novel approach to the problem. 

Blau-space is simultaneously one labor market and many labor 

markets. While it is a single arena in which occupational 

niches reside, its variable landscape allows it to 

accommodate an infinite number of market structures, each 

uniquely defined by the positions of the occupational niches. 

Using the Blau-space construct redirects attention away 

from the ultimately uninteresting question of how many 

segments exist, to more relevant questions concerning the 

effect of competition on inequality in the system. The 

landscape of competition in the system should inform the 

nature and degree of inequality between occupations. 

The insights gained from the ecological perspective are 

many. Ecological theory shows how purely social 
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characteristics can affect labor supply and wage (as opposed 

to human capital characteristics). It provides an alternative 

explanation for the appearance of discrimination. It provides 

a theoretically grounded alternative to the segmented market 

approach to explaining inequality. Finally, it provides a 

truly structural model of labor market outcomes. 
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CHAPTER 4: MODELING AND MEASURING SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

4.1 Mathematical Foundation 

In this chapter I develop a mathematical model of 

supply, demand, and wages using the theory developed in the 

previous chapter. The model is an adaptation of the standard 

supply and demand framework of economic theory. It differs 

from most traditional models primarily in the respect that it 

accounts for the effects of inter-occupational competition. 

The model also differs from traditional models in the sense 

that it focuses on change in supply/demand over time rather 

than absolute levels of supply and demand. This model of 

change is derived from ecological theory. Equation (4.1) is a 

variant of the fundamental rate of change equation developed 

by Lotka (1935) and Volterra (192 8): 

(4.1) 

In this model, refers to the quantity of labor supplied to 

occupation i in time period t, and the term expresses the 

rate of change in supply for occupation i in period t. The 

demand equation is modeled in the same fashion: 

Av+l (4.2) 

I utilize the model by expressing the r terms as linear 

functions of the endogenous and exogenous variables 

associated with the supply and demand equations. Economic 

theory asserts that the first element in both the supply and 
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demand equations is price, or in this case, wage. Since I 

model change in supply/demand, I use change in wages in both 

supply and demand models. Wage is considered to be endogenous 

in both equations. Here the similarity between and 

ends. In order to be fully identified, distinct sets of 

variables must appear in each of the supply and demand 

models. I discuss first the supply model, and then the demand 

model. 

Economic theory suggests that in a system of occupations 

competing for members, wage changes in both the focal 

occupation and in other occupations will affect supply of 

labor to a focal occupation. That is, if wages in other 

occupations increase, all else being equal we would expect 

supply to the focal occupation to decrease. With respect to 

determining the effect of competition on supply, it is 

essential to rule out the possibility that occupational wage 

differentials are not producing a spurious effect of 

competition. To control for competing wage effects I 

introduce "other-wage" into the model. In keeping with the 

ecological/structural theme, other-wage is measured with 

respect to the focal occupations niche, rather than simply 

averaging the wage of all other occupations. This is done to 

better approximate the actual wage of other occupations with 

v/hich the focal occupation is competing. 

The theory presented in the preceding chapter suggests 

that change in supply is also affected by inter-occupational 
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competition for members. In contrast to the approach taken 

with previous variables, I do not argue that the change in 

competition affects change in supply, but rather the absolute 

level of competition affects change in supply. The logic 

behind this is as follows. Suppose competition were at its 

maximum levels implying that occupations cannot acquire new 

members. The effect of corrpetition on the rate of change in 

supply should be high and negative. If, in the following 

period, competition has not changed, the effect of 

competition should not change. The change in competition 

between these two periods is zero, but in the second period 

v/e would not expect the effect of competition to go away 

simply because it hasn't changed from the first period. 

In addition to the competition measure, I also include 

an interaction term between the absolute level of competition 

and the change in wage. This term is included to test the 

hypothesis that competition does not affect supply on its 

own, but rather through changes in wages. In other words, the 

interaction term tests v/hether different levels of 

competition affect the effect of wage change. 

To state this relationship more intuitively, it is 

possible that levels of competition alone do not affect 

supply. Rather, competition may affect supply through a 

suppressing effect on wage change. Since my hypothesis is 

that competition suppresses growth in occupations, I will 
"• Below I discuss the theoretical boiinds of various 
competition measures. For the purposes of the current 
argument I assume here that competition can have a maximum 
value. 
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state it in terms of the negative case. A negative 

coefficient for the interaction term (and a positive 

coefficient for the wage term) means that the positive effect 

of (positive) wage change on supply is reduced by higher 

levels of competition. 

The elements of the supply model described above combine 

to form the following expression for the supply side rate of 

change: 

fs . — 
dWi, dOWi, ^ dWi, ^ 

«o + + «2 —7"^ + asQ + "4 
dt dt dt y 

(4.3) 

where 

dW^, 
= the rate of change in wages in occupation i at time t, 

dt 

dOW-^ 
= the rate of change in wages for all individuals in 

dt 

the focal occupation's niche, but not in the focal occupation 

("other-wage"). 

= level of competition between focal occupation and all 

other occupations. 

Substituting (4.3) into (4.1) and dividing by occupation 

size gives: 

•S'/r + l dW:, dOW:, ^ dW:, ^ 

Sit dt dt dt 
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The demand model is derived similarly. To identify the 

demand side of the equation I introduce occupational output. 

The output of an occupation is seen as a proxy for the demand 

for the occupation's product(s). As the output of an 

occupation increases, demand for its product increases, and 

hence demand for makers of that product increases. In 

addition, to control for occupational changes in demographic 

composition, I include a set of demographic change variables, 

change in mean age and education, and change in proportions 

male and black. 

The rate of growth for the demand equation is 

represents the occupation's mean age, E is mean education, M 

is proportion male, and NW is the proportion of the 

occupation composed of non-white members. Substituting and 

transforming as above, we have the demand side model. 

dNW,, 

dt 
), (4.5) 

where = the rate of change of occupational output, A 
dt 

dNW„ 

dt 
. (4.6) 

4.2 Occupational Competition 

According to the theory, the extent to which two groups 

compete with one another is determined by the extent to which 
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they occupy the same social space, i.e. overlap. The 

enumeration of various methods of overlap is the focus of 

this section. Here I present several methods of calculating 

niche overlap. In addition, I introduce a new 

conceptualization of competition, based on (biological) 

ecological theory. 

Before starting a treatment of the methods of 

calculating overlap, I note that overlap can be measured from 

two points of viev/, from the point of view of a single group 

vs. another single group or from the point of view of a 

single group vs. the rest of the system. While many of my 

measures assiome that these two points of view are the same it 

may be argued that treating the system of groups as a single 

group causes one to lose information on an important aspect 

of competition. To address this issue I will consider a 

measure of overlap which does not assume that groups can be 

aggregated into a single group for the purposes of 

competition measurement. 

The first task for any measure of overlap, according to 

the ecological model, is to determine niche locations for 

each individual occupation. This can be done on each Blau 

dimension using the mean and standard deviation for each 

occupation for that dimension. Following McPherson and 

Ranger-Moore (1991), and Rotolo (1995), the niche for an 

occupation on a given dimension is the area bounded by M ± 

1.5*SD, where M is the occupation's mean score on the 

dimension, and SD is its standard deviation. Given a niche 
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bo\indary for any two occupations it is simple to calculate 

the area in which the two occupations overlap" . 

The most basic measure of overlap determines the extent 

to which two groups share the same space. That is, given a 

set of dimensions defining a Blau-space, it determines the 

volume of the space in which they overlap. The measure 

requires boundaries for all groups on all dimensions. The 

formula given above is used to calculate upper and lower 

bounds for each dimension. With these bounds the amount of 

overlap can be calculated between any two groups for an 

unlimited number of dimensions, as long as they are 

continuous. 

The formula for calculating the overlap on any one 

dimension is 

) (4.7) 

If this expression is less than zero, is set to zero. 

OL-jQ^ refers to the overlap between groups i and j on the 

dimension k. is the upper boiind for group 1 on dimension 

k, and the lower bound. Total overlap of occupation j 

on occupation i across all dimensions is given by 

OL,j = Y[OLijD, (4-8) 
k= \  

• This admittedly simplistic conception of the niche makes at 
least two assumptions which could provide areas of future 
study: it assumes that niches are square and uniformly 
distributed. 
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To calculate the impact this overlap has on the focal 

group, I standardize the total overlap by dividing by the 

size of the focal occupation. This gives the proportion of 

the focal group that is overlapped by the other group. To 

calculated the total system overlap for a given group, I sum 

total overlap across all other groups. I scale the measure by 

1/N so the range will be [0,1]. The formula for basic overlap 

is 

1 H f OL 
OLli = — S 

N • • 

y 

V Voh , 
(4.9) 

where Vol^ represents the volume of the ith occupation across 

all its Blau-dimensions, and N represents the number of 

occupations in the system. 

My basic measure of overlap makes some simplifying 

assumptions. Most notably, it assumes that the competitive 

effect of group overlap depends only on the niche volume. 

Groups vary by population size, however, and population size 

is certainly relevant to competition for members. An 

occupation with 2000 members might be expected to have twice 

the competitive iirpact that an occupation with 1000 members 

v/ould have, given the same volume of overlap. Hence, to 

refine the measure to accoiint for population size, I weight 

each overlap by the population size of the other group. 

Equation (4.10) is a modification of equation (4.9) which 

incorporates the effect of the size of overlapping 
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occupation. Propj represents the size of occupation j 

proportional to the system size. 

OLl,= 2 
y=i.y-' 

^ (OL, 
\ 

Prop. 
Volj ' 

(4.10) 

Note here that I divide the overlap by the volume of the 

other occupation, not the volume of the focal occupation. 

Also note that I multiply by the proportional size of the 

other occupation, rather than by the other occupation's 

absolute size. This is done simply to restrict the range of 

the measure to [0,1]'. 

0L2 only incorporates the size of the other occupation 

into its measure of overlap. We might hypothesize, however, 

that the size of the focal group would also affect the extent 

to which it is affected by the overlap of the other group. In 

other words, it is not the size of the other group that 

determines the intensity of competition, but rather the ratio 

of sizes between the two groups that determines the 

competitive effect between them. I will call this the 

relative sizes hypothesis. Hence a large group will have a 

greater competitive effect on a smaller group than on another 

large group. 0L3, below, weights by the reciprocal of the 

' I point out here while that both the OLl and 0L2 measures 
are constructed to have an absolute maximum, this maxim\im 
does not represent the highest level of overlap an occupation 
could ever encounter, but rather the highest level of overlap 
an occupation can encounter in its system. 
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(proportional) size of the focal group, as well as weighting 

by the (proportional) size of the other group. 

OLi,= s 
^ f OL,j Propj^ 

yVolj Propij 
(4.111 

0L3 does not have a convenient bound like OLl and 0L2. 

Because it is divided by the proportional size of the focal 

group, and because the proportional sizes of most groups are 

very small, 0L3 can become quite large. To scale it to become 

comparable to the other measures of OL, I divide by 1000. As 

a result, 0L3 ranges from near 0 to just over 1.0. 

Since OLl does not weight by population size, it is 

solely a measure of the number of other groups which overlap 

the focal group. This is an important distinction, as the 

other measures do not differentiate between the case in v/hich 

one huge occupation overlaps the focal occupation and the 

case in which many smaller occupations, equal in mass to the 

huge occupation, overlap the focal one. OLl thus allows a 

test of the proposition that number of groups overlapping 

have an effect on competition independent of the groups' 

size. 

0L2 and 0L3 differ from OLl in the sense that they both 

incorporate the size of the other occupation into the 

measure. But they differ with respect to their treatment of 

the size of the focal occupation. OL2 assximes that the size 

of the focal occupation is irrelevant, only the size of the 
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other occupation determines the impact of overlap. 0L3, on 

the other hand, asserts that the size of the focal occupation 

is inversely related to the impact of overlap. Larger 

occupations will be much less impacted by overlap than 

smaller occupations. 

4.3 Categorical Blau-Dimensions 

The preceding measures of overlap, while useful for 

calculating overlap along continuous, are not appropriate for 

measuring overlap on a categorical dimension, since niche 

boundaries are not meaningful for categorical variables. 

There is a straightforward solution, however, to the problem. 

First, categorical variables must be transformed into 

dichotomous variables. A categorical dimension can be 

represented by a set of dichotomous variables, one for each 

category of the original variable. Religion, for instance, is 

not a single dimension, but rather can be characterized by a 

set of dichotomous variables, each referring to a single 

category. The categories Buddhist, Christian, Jew, Muslim, 

etc. can be described by a set of dummies, non-Buddhist vs. 

Buddhist, etc. 

How does one measure a niche on a dimension which has 

only two values, say, male and female? Suppose 0 equals male 

and 1 equals female, does it make sense to say that the niche 

boundaries of a given occupation, engineers, for instance, 

are 0 and 0.35? Rather than computing some niche boundaries, 

McPherson (forthcoming) has taken a different approach. Since 
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the point of the measurement of overlap is to deteirmine the 

extent to which two groups could have common members, we can 

simply compare the proportional sizes of each group on the 

dichotomous variable. For example, considering gender, we 

compare the proportion male (or proportion female) of each 

group. One minus the difference will give a number expressing 

the degree of similarity: 1 - |(PM1-PM2)1 • When the 

proportions are exactly the same, the result is 1 and the 

groups are as similar as possible. VJhen the proportions are 0 

and 1, the result is then 0, completely dissimilar groups and 

no overlap at all. This factor of similarity can be treated 

like the overlap distances on the continuous dimension which, 

when multiplied by the overlaps on all other dimensions, 

gives a total overlap which takes into account categorical 

dimensions as well as continuous ones. 

4.4 Variable Distribution Measures 

The overlap measures presented above are inherently 

flawed in that they ignore the distribution of group members 

across the niche. Essentially they assume that a group's 

members are uniformly distributed across its niche. It is 

almost a statistical certainty that no group will be 

uniformly distributed. Observations of real occupations taken 

from the CPS data generally take on some form of a unimodal 

distribution which is most dense near the mean and tapers off 

towards the niche edges. Figure 4.1 shows the niches of two 

disparate occupations on the dimension of education. The 
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graphs clearly show that not only are the niches non-unifoirm, 

they are not easily specified mathematically by any knovm. 

function. 

A measure which takes uneven distributions into account 

should be superior to the simple overlap measures presented 

above. I will call measures v/hich do this, "non-uniform 

distribution" (ND) measures. The ND measures I construct need 

not assume a particular functional form for the distribution, 

but will require information on the exact distribution of 

members. Consider Figure 4.2a. The figure shows two groups 

with non-uniform distributions with some niche overlap. The 

shaded area shows the part of the second occupation which 

overlaps the focal occupation. By overlap here I actually 

mean two different kinds of overlap. In addition to the 

standard niche overlap, the figure displays an overlap in 

terms of a number of persons: the more persons at a 

particular location, the greater the overlap. The first 

measure of ND overlap compares this shaded region to the 

'area' of the focal occupation. This is similar to the 

overlap measured by OLl. 

(4.12) 
j s 

In equation (4.12) represents the population size of 

occupation i in segment s, Pj^ is the population of occupation 

j in segment s, equals the population size of occupation i 
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of Two Occupations Across Education 
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across all segments, and N is equal to the number of 

occupations. Thus, the overlap between the focal occupation 

and any other occupation j at a given segment s is equal to 

the smaller of the two population sizes. and N are 

included to scale the measure such that its range is [0,1]. 

Figure 4.2b displays a second kind of overlap. In this 

overlap. The size of the other occupation at each segment is 

weighted by the proportion of the focal occupation at that 

segment. In essence this kind of overlap is the same as that 

which is measured by 0L2. In equation (4.13), represents 

the population size of segment s. 

11 P P 
(4.13) 

^ P - . j s  P s  

An interesting feature of the ND measures is that they 

solve the problem of overlap on categorical dimensions in a 

convenient way. In practice the ND measure is created by 

partitioning the continuous dimension into segments, and 

calculating overlaps for each segment, then weighting each 

overlap by the size of the occupation in the segment. Hence, 

it essentially turns a continuous dimension into a 

categorical one. It is easy to incorporate categorical 

dimensions into such a calculation, they simply create more 

categories over which to sijm the weighted overlap scores. For 

example, with a continuous dimension partitioned into ten 

categories and a single dichotomous dimension, the resulting 



Figure 4.2: The Overlapping of Two Occupations 
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overlap calculation would sum 20 weighted overlap scores. 

Ecological competition, discussed below, solves the problem 

of categorical dimension overlap in the same fashion. 

4.5 Ecological Competition 

The preceding measures of competition only consider one 

set of resources in their calculations, those resources which 

have already been consumed by groups. From an ecological 

standpoint, competition is a function of both used and unused 

resources, as well as a function of the spatial location of 

groups. None of the measures discussed so far consider unused 

resources in their calculations. To explore the effects of 

available resources I create a third type of measure, which I 

v/ill call ecological competition. This measure differs from 

overlap in that it considers only the distribution of unused 

resources in a space, and does not count the number of 

occupations in a space. Accually, the ecological competition 

measures consider all other occupations as a single group, 

and calculate competition with respect to the aggregate 

groups. 

Ecological competition frames the question in terms of 

the relationship between utilized resources and the carrying 

capacity. The closer the volume of utilized resources gets to 

the total volume, the higher competition is for resources. 

Figure 4.3 shows the elements of the ecological measure of 

competition. In the figure one group is compared to the rest 
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of the system in aggregate. Note that for ease of 

calculation, the dimension is partitioned into segments of 

equal size, i.e. it is treated discretely rather than 

continuously. 

The key element of the ecological measure is the height 

of the labor force, employment and population curves at each 

segment. The lowest curve shown in the picture, the 

employment curve for a single occupation, represents the 

utilized resources over all segments. The tv;o curves above it 

represent the two alternative measures of the resource limit. 

The labor force curve represents the short irun absolute limit 

to labor supply. One cannot be hired if one is not in the 

labor force, so in the short run the only people available 

are ones in the labor force. In the long rixn, however, as 

more individuals are hired and the short run limit is 

reached, more people will shift from being not in the labor 

force to being unemployed (i.e. looking for work). Hence in 

the long run the real absolute upper limit to the number of 

employed individuals is the overall population size. Two 

measures of ecological competition are used in the analysis, 

one based on the labor force curve as an upper limit and one 

which uses the total population as the upper limit. 

The measure simply takes the ratio of utilized to total 

resources (however defined) at each segment and weights this 

coefficient (which has a range of [0,1]) by the proportion of 

the occupation which resides in this segment. This number is 

calculated for each segment and s^ammed across all segments. 



Figure 4.3: Ecological Competition 
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The total is the competition for that occupation. The range 

of the resulting measure is [0,1]. The two versions of the 

ecological competition measure are shown below. 

£C1, = y Propi^ (4.14) 
t Emp.^Unemp^ 

EC2, = S Prop,,  ̂
^ Emp, + Unemp, + Nilf, 

(4.15) 

Prop,, represents the proportion of occupation i residing 

in segment s. Emp,, Unemp,, and represent the number of 

persons employed, unemployed and not in the labor force in 

segment s. Note that ECl and EC2 differ only in the addition 

of Nilf, in EC2. 

4.6 Niche Dimensions 

An important question which has been little addressed 

thus far is the selection of niche dimensions. How does one 

decide which dimensions to include in the calculation of 

competition/overlap? In most data this decision is already 

made: dimensions which are easy to measure and common are the 

most likely to be included in the model. My analysis will 

include age, education, sex, and race, given the availability 

of data. There are overarching methodological reasons for 

choosing these variables, however. First, they are dimensions 

v/hich are known to affect the distribution of network ties. 
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Homophily exists along the dimensions of age, education, race 

and sex. Second, these dimensions, being easy to measure, are 

potentially powerful tools for predicting social outcomes, 

despite their crudeness. In other words, using these 

variables hopefully will shov/ that robust results can be 

obtained using relatively crude measures. 

While ideally an analysis would include many dimensions 

at once, adding dimensions to a model can quickly lead to 

loss of statistical power. For this reason both continuous 

dimensions are analyzed first separately, then in conjunction 

with each other, and finally with categorical variables 

added. Categorical variables present special problems in 

themselves, and will be treated differently than continuous 

variables. Ultimately, however, I hope to be able to include 

categorical and continuous variables in a single model. 
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CHAPTER 5: DATA AND METHODS 

5 .1 Data 

Because the model tested here is dynamic, and 

encompasses an entire social system, data on a large number 

of occupations over time is required. The only data of this 

kind in existence is the Current Population Survey (CPS) 

(U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 1983-1991). The 

CPS gathers data on over 15 0,000 individuals, in over 70,000 

households, each year. Hundreds of occupations are 

represented in each year's sample. The CPS is an annual 

probability sample of households. D^7hile the survey primarily 

gathers data on variables related to the employment status of 

the respondent: wage, employment status, hours worked, full 

vs. part time, etc., it also collects data on socio-

demographic variables such as age, education, sex, and race. 

I use nine years of CPS data (1983-1991) to create a 

pooled time series dataset. This set of years was used 

because the CPS changed its occupational classification 

scheme in 1983 and used the same scheme until 1992. 

In this study occupations are the unit of analysis. The 

CPS gathers data on about 5 00 occupations, using the 1980 

Census industry and occupation classification codes. This is 

a 3-digit code. Even with a sample of over 100,000, analysis 

of detailed occupational groups is inpossible, as many 

occupations would have few or no members. To ensure that 

there are enough individuals per occupation for statistically 
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meaningful results, I use the CPS two-digit occupational 

coding scheme, which aggregates occupations into general 

groups. This scheme has nearly 50 occupational categories. 

Appendix A lists the categories. 

From each year's Annual Demographic File I use the 

following variables: sex, race, age, highest grade attended, 

completed highest grade, weeks worked last year, usual hours 

per v/eek, weeks looked for work last year, occupation of 

longest job last year, wages from longest job last year and 

industiry of longest job last year. From 1983 to 1988 the CPS 

divided race into three categories: White, Black, and other. 

After 1989, the coding scheme was expanded to five 

categories: White, Black, American Indian/Aleut Eskimo, Asian 

or Pacific Islander, and other. I categorize race simply as 

v/hites vs. non-whites. 

5.2 Calculation of Wage 

Wage is measured as the mean weekly earnings of all 

individuals currently employed in an occupation. It is 

measured as the total wages received from the employer of the 

respondent's longest job in the previous year, divided by the 

number of weeks worked. Those with reported wages of one 

dollar or less were discarded from the sample for the 

purposes of calculating mean wages. 

As the data for each year are reported in real dollars, 

all dollar amounts are adjusted to produce 1992 constant 
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dollars. Price deflators were obtained from the Bureau of 

Economic Analysis Survey of Current Business (Bureau of 

Economic Analysis, 1998). The price deflators for GDP were 

used (Table 3 from the Survey of Current Business) to adjust 

all dollar values into 1992 constant dollars. 

5.3 Measuring Employment 

Employment data are recorded in the CPS as weeks 

employed and weeks spent unemployed/looking for work. Using 

this data I can calculate the proportion of the year each 

person spent working, looking for work, and not in the labor 

force. This data is then used to calculate both labor 

supply/demand and the ecological competition measures. 

Labor supply/demand is measured as the number of person-

years of labor supplied to each occupation in the given year. 

The individual person/year fractions are simply summed by 

occupation to obtain the occupational level measure. Note 

that this method does not take into account weekly hours of 

employment. This is done to coincide with wages which are 

also calculated on a weekly basis. 

Employment levels are calculated for each segment in 

Blau-space by simply summing the E, U or N variables over all 

individuals in the segment. This creates values which can be 

non-integers, but still essentially represent person-years of 

unemployment. The results of these calculations are used in 

equations (4.14) and (4.15) to generate the ecological 
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competicion measures. 

5.4 Occupational Output 

Occupational output is intended to be a measure of the 

dollar value of an occupation's output. Occupational outputs 

cannot be measured directly, however, as it is nearly 

impossible to say exactly hov/ much any given occupational 

member contributes to any given firm's or industry's output. 

To deal with this problem I adapt Leontief's (1986) input-

output approach. By taking industry outputs as occupational 

inputs, and using the occupational distributions across 

industries, I calculate an occupational output. Data was 

obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Lum and 

Yuskavage, 1997, 1998), which reported the real gross 

domestic product by industry in millions of chained (1992) 

dollars for about 46 industries, for the years 1983 to 1991. 

The measure is calculated as follows: 

Qo.=^fp.,Qi, (5.1) 
J 

v/here , dollar output of occupation i is equal to the sum 

(over all j industries) of /p,y, the proportion of industry j 

comprised of members of occupation i^ , multiplied by , the 

An alternative method is to weight by wage shares. That is, let Ip^j = 

the proportion of the wages of industry j which go to members of 
occupation i. This method was also tried, with almost identical results. 
Both schemes result in the same supply side model, and a slightly 
different, but not significantly different demand side model. 
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gross dollar output of industry j in a given year. For 

example, if the members of occupation 1 comprise 10% of the 

members of industry 1, 30% of the members of industry 2, and 

2% of the members of industry 3, the output for occupation 

would be calculated as follows: 0.10*2/, 0.30*Q,^ + 0.02*2/, 

where Q, denotes the dollar value of the output of industry 

i . 

The concept of the dollar output of an occupation is not 

particularly well defined. Measuring the output of an 

occupation is even more slippery. I attempt it anyway, as 

output is a good indicator of demand in a labor system. The 

most direct way to get to occupational output is to go 

through output by industry. The Bureau of Labor Statistics 

keeps track of the dollar value output of industries by year. 

Coupled with knowledge of the breakdown of occupations by 

industry, this knowledge can be used to estimate output 

figures for occupations. 

CPS data includes information on both the industry and 

occupation in which the respondent is employed. Using this 

data I construct a frequency/proportions table which 

indicates what proportion of all the members of one industry 

are in each occupation. Under the assumption that all 

individuals contribute equally to output, I then calculate 

how much output each occupation accounts for in the given 

industry. Suppose, for instance, that industry 1 has 50% of 

its members in occupation 1, 2 5% in occupation 2 and 25 in 
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occupation 3. If that industry had a total dollar output of 

$10,000 in the given year, then the output of occupation one 

was $5,000 and the output of the other two occupations v/as 

$2,500. Summing across all industries I arrive at an output 

value for each occupation. Industry is coded using 2-digit 

industry codes, which have about 45 industry categories. 

5.5 Measurement of Other-Wage 

Other-wage for a given occupation is an indicator of the 

average wages an individual would receive in occupations 

other than the focal occupation. As other-wage increases, 

supply to a given occupation should decrease, as increasing 

wages in other occupations should draw more members to those 

other occupations. 

The measurement of other-wage should theoretically be a 

straightforward topic, but the introduction of niches makes 

even this simple concept tricky to measure. Since occupations 

reside in distinct niches, the wage of other occupations 

within the focal occupations niche should be more relevant to 

the supply in that occupation than the wage of other 

occupations outside of the focal occupations niche. 

Other-wage is measured in two ways in this dissertation. 

Models in which competition effects are not included 

calculate the other-wage for a given occupation as the 

average wage of all occupations other than the focal 

occupation. For models which include competition calculated 
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across one or more dimensions, niche-other-wage is the 

average wage of individuals residing within the niche of the 

focal occupation (along the relevant dimensions) but not 

belonging to that occupation. 

5.6 Transforming the Data 

The process by which the data are transformed from 

person-years into occupation-years data is rather involved. 

All data manipulation is done with Stata (1999) . I start with 

the CPS Annual Demographic File, which contains household, 

family, and person records. These records are transformed 

into person-only records, retaining the relevant data from 

the household and family records. The person records are then 

transformed into occupation records through a series of steps 

calculating niches, overlap, earnings and output variables. 

First I create segments to represent Blau-space. Rather 

than treating Blau-space continuously, it is much more 

convenient to partition the space into discrete chunks, 

especially since from a practical standpoint all Blau-

dimensions are measured discretely in surveys. Education, 

age, race and sex all have a finite, and small, number of 

real possible values. Education is partitioned by year, from 

0 to 18 years of education, and age is partitioned by 5 year 

chunks, with the following categories: under 25, 25-29, 30-

34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 

75-79, 80-100. Race is partitioned into two categories: white 
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and non-white. 

Using the segmented Blau-space described above I then 

create the two ecological measures of competition. To do this 

I construct matrices of occupations by blau-segments which 

contain information on the total number of persons, the 

number eirployed, and the number unemployed in each 

occupation-segment. With these matrices I compute competition 

levels for each segment. To construct an overall competition 

measure for an occupation, I weight the segment-competition 

levels by the proportion of the occupation which resides in 

that segment. Thus the competition measure represents a 

weighted average of the competition levels of the segment in 

which the occupation is present. 

Next I calculate niche boundaries for each occupation, 

using the standard M ± 1.5*S.D. formula. Each occupation has 

it's own niche boundaries which are later used to calculate 

overlap. In addition, niche boundaries are used to calculate 

the niche-dependent relative wage measures. To calculate 

relative wages within the niche I simply calculate the 

average wage of all individuals inside of the niche of the 

focal occupation who are employed in other occupations. 

Likewise, for the relative wages of those outside the niche I 

simply calculate the average wage of those are employed and 

fall outside of the focal occupations niche. 

Overlaps are computed using niche boundaries as 

described in the previous chapter. Overlaps are computed 
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differently for the continuous dimensions' and the categorical 

dimensions. For the continuous dimensions overlap is 

calculated as describe above, comparing upper and lower niche 

boundaries for the two occupations. For categorical 

dimensions, upper and lower niche boundaries are not 

computed. Rather, overlap is calculated as 1-{P1-P2) where PI 

represents the proportion of occupation one residing in the 

base category of the categorical variable, and P2 represents 

a similar proportion for the second occupation. 

Finally, output for occupational output is calculated 

using industry output data. This procedure is repeated for 

all years, and the result merged into a single dataset. 

Appendix C presents the Stata code used to generate 

occupation-years data from person-years data. 

5.7 Estimation: Simultaneous Equations with Fixed 
Effects 

The peculiarities of this analysis require that orthodox 

methods be used in an unorthodox combination. For my basic 

model I will use a fixed-effects panel model (Hsiao, 1986). 

The fixed-effects model is used to control for qualities of 

occupations which do not vary over time. Thus the model takes 

into account unobservable factors such as institutional 

' Note that I refer to them as continuous, although they are 
measured discretely. The two continuous dimensions have 
enough categories, however, that they can be treated as if 
they were continuous, with respect to calculating niche 
boundaries and overlap. 
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differences among occupations. The fimctional form of this 

model is 

K 
i:, + (5-2) 

k=\ 

where the siibscript i denotes occupation and t denotes time 

period. In this equation, denotes the general intercept, 

and a, denotes the occupation specific intercepts. In 

practice the fixed-effects model is estimated by differencing 

the variables from their group means, rather than using dummy 

variables to indicate occupational group. 

To adapt this model for use with simultaneous equations, 

it must be estimated using two-stage least squares (see 

Greene, 1997) . Two models in the form of ec[uation (5.2) will 

be estimated, a supply model and a demand model. Since no 

single estimation command in any statistical package 

conveniently bundles all the required techniques, I have 

constructed my own using Stata (1999). Appendix D presents 

the Stata program used to estimate fixed-effects two-stage 

least squares models with correction for autocorrelation. 

Data are first indexed by occupation and year. 

Occupation represents cross-sectional units and year 

represents time units. I first adjust the data for fixed 

effects by differencing all non-index variables by their 

cross-sectional unit group means (i.e. by occupational group 
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means). 

For models involving nonlinear combinations of exogenous 

and endogenous variables I use the technique described in 

Kelejian and Gates (1989, ch. 8). Essentially the problem 

created is a lack of sufficient instruments when I include 

more than one endogenous variable in the supply equations. To 

deal with this problem more instruments need to be created. 

Kelejian and Gates describe a method by which these 

additional instr\aments can be created. Powers (squares, 

cubes, and so forth) of the exogenous variables are 

generated, and used to instrument the endogenous variables. 
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CHAPTER 6: ECOLOGICAL COMPETITION, LABOR SUPPLY AND 
WAGES. 

6.1 Models of Supply and Demand 

In this chapter I examine the relationship between 

ecological competition, labor supply, and wages. Models 

incorporating the various measures of overlap were left for 

appendix E. The models presented here are estimated using 

two-stage least sqiaares with fixed-effects. Data are from 49 

occupations over a 9 year period (1983-1991), to produce a 

total of 343 data points". 

I begin with a simple model of supply and demand which 

omits the effects of competition. Recall that supply/demand 

is measured in person years by occupation. Table 6.1a 

presents the supply side. In the model, neither the change in 

wages nor the change in relative wage are significantly 

related to change in occupation size. Table 6.1b presents the 

corresponding demand side model. In this model, as in the 

supply model, wage change is not sigrnificantly related to 

change in demand. Change in occupational output is not 

significantly positively related to change in demand. Note 

that it is very strongly related negatively to demand, but 

since the hypothesized direction is positive, this 

coefficient is reported in the table as being non-

" Since the model requires both lags and leads (lags to 
calculate the independent change variables and a lead to 
estimate the dependent variable) two years are lost, leaving 
a total of 7*49 = 343 observations. 
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Table 6.1a: Basic Model of Change in Labor Supply. 

Change in Labor Supply 

AWage -4.32x10-5 
(4.041x10-4) 

ARelative Wage -0.0010 
(0.0009) 

Constant 1.0236 *** 
(0.0063) 

F 1.43 
P(F) > 0 0.2408 

*** p < 0.001 (2-t:ailed test) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table 6.1b: Basic Model of Change in Labor Demand. 

Change in Labor Demand 

AWage 

AOccup. Output 

AMean Age 

AMean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

- 0 . 0 0 0 8  
(0.0006) 

- 1 . 3 5 x 1 0 - 6  

{ 6 . 3 0 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0 . 0 0 5 6  

( 0 . 0 0 6 1 )  

- 0 . 0 3 0 5  

( 0 . 0 3 4 2 )  

0 . 3 0 3 7  

( 0 . 2 6 2 8 )  

0 . 2 0 9 3  

( 0 . 3 2 1 9 )  

1 . 0 2 7 6  * * *  

(0.0066) 

P ( F )  >  0  

1 . 8 3  

0  . 0 9 3 5  

*** p < 0.001 (2-tailed test) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 3 4 3  

cases. 
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significant. The simple model is thus an inadequate model of 

supply and demand. 

The simple model can easily be adapted to incorporate 

the idea of ecological competition. As defined in the 

previous chapter, ecological competition is a function of the 

employment rate. Thus a measure of the ecological competition 

for the entire system in a given year could be given by the 

overall employment rate. Tables 6.2a & b show the results of 

the supply and demand models incorporating systemwide 

competition. Table 6.2a shows that, v/hile the coefficients 

for wage, competition, and the interaction term have the 

hypothesized signs, they are not significant. Thus the 

average competition level for the system is not sufficient to 

determine supply in individual occupations. 

I now introduce ecological niche competition into the 

supply model. Table 6.3a presents the simple supply model 

with the addition of ECl and EC2, the ecological competition 

measures calculated on the age dimension, and an interaction 

term between competition and change in wage. Recall that the 

first ecological competition measure (ECl) considers only 

those in the labor force (employed and unemployed) and the 

second (EC2) considers also those not in the labor force 

(NILE). Note also that in this and all models hereafter, 

change in relative v/age is replaced in the supply model with 

change in niche relative wage. 

The models in Table 6.3a show a significant improvement 

over the previous supply models. For both models (ECl & EC2) 
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Table 6.2a: Change in Labor Supply Using Systeinwide 
Ecological Competition. 

Change in Labor Supply 

Systemwide Competition 

AWage 0.0315 
( 0 . 0 2 6 6 )  

AWage*Competi tion -0.0327 
(0.0276) 

Competition -0.8542 
(0.4961) 

ANiche Relative Wage 0.0005 
(0.0007) 

Constant 1.8285 *** 
( .4724) 

F 
P(F) > 0 

1. 62 
0.1683 

p < 0.001 (2 - tailed test) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table 6.2b: Change in Labor Demand Using Systernwide 
Ecological Competition. 

Change in Labor Demand 

Systemwide Competition 

AWage 

AOccup Output 

AMean Age 

AMean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

-0.00001 
( 0 . 0 0 0 3 2 )  

- 1 . 4 7 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5 . 1 5 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0 . 0 0 2 9  

( 0 . 0 0 4 8 )  

- 0 . 0 4 5 2  

( 0 . 0 2 7 3 )  

0 . 0 7 8 9  

( 0 . 1 8 5 7 )  

0 . 0 3 6 5  

( 0 . 2 5 1 3 )  

1 . 0 2 1 6  * * *  

( 0 . 0 0 4 6 )  

P ( F )  >  0  

2.28 
0 . 0 3 5 6  

*** p < 0.001 (2 - tailed) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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the effect of change in wage is positive and significant, 

while the effects of both competition and the interaction 

effect are negative and significant. Niche relative wage is 

not significant in either model. The Table 6.3b demand models 

are virtually the same as those in Table 6.1b. 

Tables 6.4a Sc b present models in which competition is 

calculated using both age and education dimensions, and 

Tables 6.5a & b present models in which competition is 

calculated over all four dimensions, age, education, sex, and 

race. These models, both supply and demand are nearly 

indistinguishable from the previous models including age. 

While I believe that adding dimensions to competition should 

increase its effectiveness, it is not surprising that 

competition has similar effects with different dimension-

sets, as the measures correlated highly across dimension 

sets. With such general distinctions for occupations (i.e. 

only 5 0 categories) it is certain that there is a great deal 

of variation in occupational composition that is obscured. 

The demand models, while all stable, are less than 

perfect. The wage coefficient, while negative in all models, 

was never significant, and strangely, the occupational output 

coefficient was always quite strongly negative (it is 

reported as non-significant because its hypothesized sign is 

positive and thus its actual sign never agreed with the 

hypothesis). The sign of the occupational output coefficient 

might be explained by the fact that output doesn't measure 

human output exclusively. It is not known what portion of 
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Table 6.3a: Change in Labor Supply Using Competition in One 
Dimension (Age). 

Change in Labor 

ECl 

Supply 

EC2 

AWage 0.0439 *** 0 .0160 
(0.0100) (0 .0040) 

AWage *Competi tion -0.0449 *** -0 . 0193 
(.0102) (0 .0048) 

Competition -0.7682 * -0 .3993 
(0.4087) (0 .2580) 

ANiche Relative Wage -0.0005 -0 . 0004 
(0.0003) (0 .0005) 

Constant 1.7505 *** 1 .2953 
(0.3894) (0 .1828) 

F 5.45 4.56 
P(F) > 0 0.0003 0.0013 

(All tests are 1-tailed except for the constant) 
* p < 0 . 05 
** p < 0.01 
*** p < 0.001 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table 6.3b: Change in Labor Demand Using Competition in One 
Dimension (Age). 

Change in Labor Demand 

ECl EC2 

AWage 

AOcoup Output 

AMean Age 

AMean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

- 0 . 0 0 0 4  

( 0 . 0 0 0 4 )  

- 1 . 4 1 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5 . 5 7 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0 . 0 0 4 4  

( 0 . 0 0 5 2 )  

- 0 . 0 3 7 0  

( 0 . 0 2 9 5 )  

0 . 2 0 4 5  

( 0 . 2 0 3 8 )  

0 . 1 3 3 1  

( 0 . 2 7 2 6 )  

1 . 0 2 5 0  * * *  

( 0 . 0 0 5 1 )  

- 0 . 0 0 0 4  

( 0 . 0 0 0 4 )  

- 1 . 4 1 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5 . 5 2 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0 . 0 0 4 3  

( 0 . 0 0 5 2 )  

- 0 . 0 3 7 6  

( 0 . 0 2 9 3 )  

0  . 1 9 4 6  

( 0 . 2 0 1 9 )  

0 . 1 2 5 5  

( 0 . 2 7 0 0 )  

1 . 0 2 4 7  * * *  

( 0 . 0 0 5 0 )  

P ( F )  >  0  

2 . 1 9  

0 . 0 4 3 7  

2.20 
0 . 0 4 3 0  

*** p < 0.001 (2-tailed test) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Change in Labor Supply 

ECl EC2 

AWage 0.0529 *** 0.0109 *** 
(0.0118) (0.0025) 

AWage*Competition -0.0542 *** -0.0138 *** 
(0.0121) (0.0032) 

Competition -0.7389 * -0.4751 * 
(0.4183) (0.2245) 

ANiche Relative Wage -0.0005 -0.0004 
(0.0004) (0.0004) 

Constant 1.7221 *** 1.3388 *** 
(0.3986) (0.1526) 

F 5.56 5.43 
P(F) > 0 0.0002 0.0003 

(All tests are 1-tailed, except for the constant) 
* p < 0.05 
*** p < 0.001 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table 6.4b: Change in Labor Demand Using Competition 
Across Two Dimensions (Age and Education). 

Change in Labor Demand 

ECl EC2 

AWage 

AOccup Output 

AMean Age 

AMean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

- 0 . 0 0 0 4 3 9 8  

( 0 . 0 0 0 3 8 6 5 )  

- 1 . 4 0 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5 . 6 0 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0 . 0 0 4 5  

( 0 . 0 0 5 2 )  

- 0 . 0 3 6 7  

( 0 . 0 2 9 8 )  

0.2088 
( 0 . 2 0 7 8 )  

0 . 1 3 6 3  

( 0 . 2 7 5 1 )  

1 . 0 2 5 1  * * *  

( 0 . 0 0 5 2 )  

- 0 . 0 0 0 6  
( 0 . 0 0 0 4 )  

- 1 . 3 8 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5 . 8 2 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0 . 0 0 4 9  

( 0 . 0 0 5 5 )  

- 0 . 0 3 4 3  

( 0 . 0 3 0 9 )  

0 . 2 4 5 2  

( 0 . 2 1 4 7 )  

0 . 1 6 4 3  

( 0 . 2 8 5 6 )  

1.0261 *** 
( 0 . 0 0 5 4 )  

F 
P(F) > 0 

2 . 1 6  
0 . 0 4 6 2  

2 . 1 4  

0 . 0 4 8 9  

*** p < 0.001 (2 - tailed) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table 6.5a: Change in Labor Supply Using Competition Across 
Four Dimensions (Age, Education, Race and 
Gender). 

Change in Labor Supply 

ECl EC2 

AWage 0 .0439 *** 0 .0160 
(0 .0100) (0 .0040) 

AWage*Competition -0 .0449 *•** -0 .0193 
(0 .0102) (0 .0048) 

Competition -0 .7682 * -0 .3993 
(0 .4087) (0 .2580) 

ANiche Relative Wage -0 .0005 * -0 .0004 
(0 .0003) (0 .0005) 

Constant 1 .7505 *** 1 .2953 
(0 .3894) (0 .1828) 

F 5.45 
P(F) > 0 0.0003 

(1-tailed tests, except for the constant) 
p < 0.05 

** p < 0.01 
*** p < 0.001 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 

4.56 
0.0013 
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Table 6.5b: Change in Labor Demand Using Competition Across 
Four Dimensions (Age, Education, Race and 
Gender). 

Change in Labor Demand 

ECl EC2 

AWage 

AOccup Output 

AMean Age 

AMean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

- 0  . 0 0 0 4  

( 0 . 0 0 0 4 )  

- 1 . 4 1 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5 . 5 7 x 1 0 - 7 )  

0  .  0 0 4 4  

( 0 . 0 0 5 2 )  

- 0 . 0 3 7 0  

( 0 . 0 2 9 5 )  

0 . 2 0 4 5  

( 0 . 2 0 3 8 )  

0 . 1 3 3 1  

( 0 . 2 7 2 6 )  

1 . 0 2 5 0  * * *  

( 0 . 0 0 5 1 )  

- 0 . 0 0 0 4  

( 0 . 0 0 0 4 )  

- 1 . 4 1 x 1 0 - 6  

( 5  . 5 2 x 1 0 - ' ^ )  

0 . 0 0 4 3  

( 0 . 0 0 5 2 )  

- 0 . 0 3 7 6  

( 0 . 0 2 9 3 )  

0 . 1 9 4 6  

( 0 . 2 0 1 9 )  

0 . 1 2 5 5  

( 0 . 2 7 0 0 )  

1 . 0 2 4 7  * * *  

( 0 . 0 0 5 0 )  

F  

P ( F )  >  0  
2 . 1 9  

0 . 0 4 3 7  

2.20 
0 . 0 4 3 0  

*** p < 0.001 (2 - tailed) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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change in occupational output is due to change in output 

attributable to capital, rather than labor. If the changes in 

occupational output are due mostly to increases in output 

attributable to, say, advanced technology, then we would 

expect output to be negatively related to the demand for 

labor. 

The regression results reported above appear consistent, 

and offer support for the notion that ecological competition 

is important in modeling supply, but the signs and magnitudes 

of the coefficients don't paint a clear picture by 

themselves. To illustrate the effects of competition on 

change in supply and change in wage I have graphed the 

estimated effects within the ranges of the independent 

variables. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates graphically the effects of both 

competition (ECl calculated over all 4 dimensions) and wage 

change on the rate of growth. To interpret Figure 6.1 imagine 

a series of cross-sections at different levels of 

competition. At the lowest observed level of competition (ECl 

= 0.89), the effect of change in wage on the growth rate is 

quite dramatic. As wage increases, the rate of grov/th 

increases. As competition increases, however, the effect of 

wage on rate of growth slowly decreases to zero. At the 

highest level of competition there is virtually no effect of 

wage on rate of growth. 
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Numerically, the slope of the wage effect will vary from 

0.0439 - 0.0449*0.89 (= 0.0039) at low levels of competition 

to 0.0439 - 0.0449*0.98 {= -0.0001) at high levels. While 

the negative result at high levels of competition is counter 

to the theory, at this extreme value the real coefficient is 

likely to be not significantly different from zero. 

When we examine Figure 6.1 from the point of view of the 

effect of competition on growth rate there appears to be an 

anomaly. While positive wage change is related to a negative 

effect of competition on labor supply, negative wage change 

is related to a positive effect of competition on the growth 

rate! While this finding appears to contradict the 

hypothesized effect, remember that it represents a rare, if 

not non-existent, circumstance. That is, it is not meaningful 

to say that we can increase competition while holding all 

else constant, particularly wage change, since wage change, 

being endogenous, will change as competition changes. It is 

possible, for instance, for demand to drive the system such 

that as competition increases, wage change will become less 

negative, which will drive up growth. 

For a less ambiguous look at the effect of competition 

on wages, I also created graphs of competition and wages 

corresponding to the reduced form equations. Due to the 

interaction between competition and wage in the models, there 

is no single number describing the effect of competition on 

wage. In fact, solving for change in wage (see equation 6.1 

below) demonstrates that the effect of competition on wage 



change cannot be expressed as a single niiinber. To best 

illustrate the effect of competition on wages therefore I 

graph the relationship between competition and wage change 

using equation 6.1 below. 

n , o , o ^ dAit „ dEu „ o dNW„ 
dt dt dt dt dt dt 
dW„ dOW, ^ dW^, ̂  

dt dt dt 

„ dW_, dW„ dW„ ̂  

fl dOW_, ^ „ dO„ „ dA., „ dEn a a 
or.-ft+a,-^ + „,C„-A^-/33 —-A —-A —-ft — 

^(A -«i -«4c;.) = 

„ dOW dO,, a a a a 

dt 

at ar dt di dt 
(/3, - a, -a,C„) 
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Figure 6.2 presents a 3 dimensional graph based on 

equation (6.1), illustrating the effect of competition (ECl) 

and change in relative wage on change in wage. The graph 

clearly shows that increasing competition causes wage to 

increase at 

an increasing rate. Thus, at low levels of competition, wage 

increases slowly in response to increasing competition, but 

at the higher levels of competition, wage increases very 

quickly. 

In addition, the figure indicates that change in other 

wage has a positive effect on wage change in the focal 

occupation. This may be interpreted as a competitive effect: 

as wages in other occupations increase, supply to the focal 

decreases, or, con^etition increases. In a sense, then, 

relative wage is also measuring competition--competition 

produced by wage differences rather than by population 

pressures. 

Before recapping the major results, I direct attention 

to one more feature of the supply models: EC2 was similar in 

result to ECl. ECl suggests that competition depends only on 

those who work and those who are actively looking for work 

(the "unemployed"), while EC2 suggests that competition 

depends on both those actively looking for work and those who 

are not actively looking for work (those "not in the labor 

force"). The fact that either measure produces the 

hypothesized effect suggests that the real available pool of 

unused labor lies somewhere between the categories 
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Figure 6.2: Effect of Competition and Other-Wage on 
Wage Change 
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"unemployed" and "not in the labor force." This is not a new 

obseirvation, however, as many have noted that unemployment 

measures underestimate real unemployment levels. 

6.2 Discussion 

Overall the results presented here are quite positive: 

competition has a strong effect both with respect to rates of 

growth and change in wages. With respect to rates of growth, 

competition is best understood in terms of its interaction 

with wage change. At high levels of competition, wage change 

has little effect on growth, while at low levels of 

competition wage has a strong effect on the growth rate. 

With respect to wage change, competition has an 

unequivocally strong positive effect, which increases in 

strength as competition increases. Thus, as competition 

increases its effect on wage increases. 

Another important feature of these models is to note 

that niches are an integral part of the model. Table 6.2a 

shows that competition measures which don't distinguish 

occupations by their niche position is inadequate for 

describing the system. Only models which take niches into 

account achieve significance. 

With respect to the dimensions of competition, the 

results here do lack a mechanism to distinguish between the 

effects of different dimensions. This is to some degree 

unavoidable, at least with the methods used here. I want to 
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point out that it would be iir^ossible to achieve the same 

effect if I were to use competition as a set of variables, 

each calculated for a single dimension rather than a single 

variable which takes all dimensions into account 

simultaneously. Consider figure 5.3, which presents a 

competition landscape map. Lighter areas represent higher 

competition. The vertical dimension is education and the 

horizontal age. Note the many peaks and valleys on the graph. 

Now imagine what were to happen if one were to collapse the 

figure onto one of the dimensions. The resulting one 

dimensional landscape would represent the average of the 3d 

graph over the collapsed dimension. To illustrate, if the 

education dimension were collapsed and a profile generated 

for age, the height of the age profile at each level of age 

would be the average height at that point across all levels 

of education. Education could be collapsed in a similar 

manner. 

The act of measuring competition on only one dimension 

implicitly collapses all the other dimensions. If competition 

varies across those dimensions, one is losing information. 

This lost information can't be recaptured merely by adding 

another competition variable measured across the other 

collapsed dimensions, since the collapsed landscape obscures 

some landscape variation hidden within the plot. Thus, a 

niche which appears to be on top of a competition peak from 

the point of view of the education dimension, and appears to 

be on a peak from the point of view of the age dimension, may 
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be on neither peak if both dimensions are considered 

s imultaneously. 

The results presented here suggest, however, that 

collapsing competition did not destroy the results, as model 

5.3a illustrates that competition measured only across age 

produces a significant effect of competition on supply. This 

result doesn't indicate that the other dimensions, education, 

race and sex, are not important predictors of competition; it 

merely that age is strong enough to produce a result. It does 

indicate, however, that more exploration is needed to 

determine the extent to which other dimensions contribute to 

the competitive effect. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY 

7.1 Hypotheses 

In chapter three I presented four hypotheses, the 

competition hypothesis, the human capital hypothesis, the 

change in competition hypothesis and the niche dimensions 

hypothesis. I now return to these hypotheses and discuss 

implications of the results for the hypotheses, the theory 

and methods. 

The competition hypothesis stated that the labor supply 

in a given occupation will be negatively related to the level 

of competition the occupation experiences, and further, that 

competition is positively related to wage. This hypothesis 

was not tested directly, but rather was slightly modified to 

be dynamic, and contrasted against a competing hypothesis, 

the human capital hypothesis. 

First I will discuss the human capital hypothesis, which 

stated that a change in the composition of members of an 

occupation v/ill affect wages, and then only in the direction 

of the change on dimensions of human capital. This hypothesis 

was tested in the demand side of the model, with the 4 change 

variables: age, education, race, and gender. These variables 

were never significant, although they were necessary for a 

model in which competition is significant. That is, the 

change in competition hypothesis was only supported when the 

human capital variables were included in the model. Thus the 
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results suggest that the human capital effect is not strong, 

but necessary for a well specified model. 

In contrast to the human capital hypothesis, the change 

in competition hypothesis suggests that occupational wage 

changes are created by changes in level of competition 

experienced by the occupation. This hypothesis was strongly 

supported by the results. Ecological competition has a 

significantly negative effect on labor supply. Several 

measures of con^etition were tried (see Appendix E), but only 

ecological competition produced a satisfactory model. None of 

the measures of overlap appeared to capture the essence of 

competition. 

I was not as successful in my exploration of the niche 

dimensions hypothesis: the dimensions which define a set of 

occupational niches will include any dimension on which ties 

are distributed homophilously. My methods were inadequate for 

separating the effects of the so called human capital 

dimensions, such as age and education, and dimensions of 

gender and race. However, models which incorporated all 

dimensions did have competition effects that were significant 

in the predicted direction. 

Returning to the larger question of the modeling of 

labor supply and demand systems, I have shown that inter-

occupational competition is an essential ingredient in models 

of occupational labor supply and demand. Specifically, 

competition as ecologically defined was found to produce 

models most in accordance with the hypotheses. Competition 
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defined by overlap was not as successful a predictor of 

supply. 

Ecological competition was found to affect supply, and 

therefore wage, in an interesting fashion. Rather than a 

simple direct effect, competition impacts supply through an 

interaction with wage. That is, as competition increases, the 

effect of wage on income decreases. A wage change at high 

levels of competition would not produce as a big a change in 

supply as wage changes at low levels of competition. This can 

be interpreted as a ceiling effect. As the system reaches the 

competition ceiling, wage loses its ability to affect the 

system. In economic terms this refers to the condition of 

perfect inelasticity; no amount of positive change in wage 

will increase supply. 

It is important to note that these effects were only 

present as niche effects. That is, the effects of competition 

were present only when competition was measured with respect 

to the occupation's niche, rather than as a system wide 

effect. This is perhaps the key feature of the analysis, for 

it is the one which highlights the social structural aspects 

of the theory. In other words, the concept of competition is 

only useful when it takes into account the social structure, 

the pattern of inter-occupational competition. 

Unfortunately the demand side results are not as clear 

as those for the supply side. The effect of price in the 

demand model, while generally in the hypothesized direction, 

was never significant, and the effect of occupational output 
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was always (significantly) opposite that expected. While this 

conceims me, it is not as problematic as it may appear. 

Figure 6.2, which incorporates coefficients from both the 

supply and demand sides of the model, shows that competition 

is positively associated with wage, despite any strangeness 

in the demand side. 

It is not necessarily crippling to the model that the 

occupational output coefficient is so contrary to 

expectations. It may be the case that I should expect 

occupational output, as I defined it, to have a negative 

relationship. Plausible explanations for why this v/ould be so 

are not hard to find. For example, as output increases, 

occupations do not necessarily need to react to this by 

demanding more human labor. Instead, the siibstitution effect 

may take over, implying that the system is investing in more 

material capital (i.e. machines) rather than investing in 

humans. 

My results allow for some strong assertions about the 

theory, but simultaneously leave many questions unanswered. I 

have shown that 1) the occupational labor market is a system 

in which the interdependence of occupations affects their 

outcomes and 2) this interdependence affects wages in a way 

which is predictable and in accordance with the theory I 

presented. While the argument that the labor market is a 

system is not novel, the real significance of the first point 

is that I have successfully demonstrated a method for 

modeling this interdependence. The second point is no less 
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important. I have shown that niche competition does decrease 

labor supply, and thus increases wage. 

7.2 Connections to Literature 

In this dissertation I have attempted to contribute to 

the labor market literature in ways in which Granovetter 

(1981), and Coleman (1991) suggested. They argue that 

processes of matching are essential to advancing our 

understanding of wage determination. The model I present here 

provides a method for characterizing the matching process 

across an entire system, with multiple occupations, while 

taking wage into account. I suggest it provides the first 

truly structural macro-level theory of the matching of 

individuals to occupations in a supply and demand framework. 

My results are relevant to many families of wage/labor 

theory. I begin with the dominant explanation of wage in 

sociological and economic theory, the human capital/status 

attainment approach. The fact that competition isn't strongly 

related to dimensions of human capital in my model suggests 

that while the functionalist, status attainment approach 

explains a great deal of variation in wage, it does not 

explain all wage variation. The theory presented here shows 

how wage can vary independently of human capital variables. 

In fact, my model would allow for wage to vary inversely with 

hiiman capital, since intensity of competition is not 

necessarily positively associated with human capital. 
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Segmented or dual labor market theory has often competed 

with status attainment/human capital approaches, but not with 

great success. The criticisms often leveled at segmented 

theory focus on the lack of a theoretical foundation. The 

model presented here suggest a theoretical hook for segmented 

theory. Segmentation can be thought of as being created by 

differentiation in competition. Different segments are found 

when two regions have markedly different levels of 

competition. In this model segmentation is not definitional; 

segments may or may not exist, depending on the amoiint of 

variation in competition. 

An implication of the ecological model for segmented 

market theory is that rather than positing a rigidly 

partitioned environment, we can see the labor market as a 

landscape across multiple Blau-dimensions, where competition 

(and also wage) may vary gradually from one region to the 

next. Rather than partitioning the labor space into discrete 

categories, my model allows occupations to occupy any 

position on a continuvim. In figure 6.3 I presented a typical 

landscape of competition with respect to the continuous 

dimensions. Overall, the figure shows no distinct 

partitioning of markets by age or education. This may help 

explain the inconsistent results of dual labor market 

literature. It is hard to find distinct and consistent wage 

differences because there are no distinct partitions, but 

rather a terrain consisting of hills and valleys of 

competition. 
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More generally, my model has implications for the whole 

new structuralist tradition in which the segmented market 

theories are embedded. I would like to highlight the 

distinction between my model and theirs in teinns of the 

definition of social structure. For the new structuralists 

structure is the set of difference between categories of 

industries or occupations defined by the essential 

characteristics of those entities. For instance, occupations 

are distinguished by skill requirements and these different 

skill requirements imply different outcomes for different 

occupations. Structure is treated as a somewhat arbitrarily 

defined description of essences of occupations. 

For the model presented here, structure refers to the 

pattern of interdependence among occupations. That is, 

structure is relational" , defined by patterns of relations, 

rather than essential qualities. Certainly the structure of 

previous writers identifies integral factors in the 

determination of occupational outcomes, but I argue that this 

is not true structure. True structure comprises the set of 

interrelations between social units. 

The relevance of skill in occupations therefore lies not 

in the inherent difference between one type of skill and 

another, but rather in the social relations that are implied 
^ Here I use the word relational in a different sense than 
many others use it. In the Marxian sense the word is used to 
refer to the social relations of control over the means of 
production (see, for instance, Wright, et. al. 1982). In a 
social network sense, however, relational refers to any kind 
of relation between entities, and in this dissertation, 
relational refers to the interdependence between occupational 
groups created by niche overlap. 
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by different sets of skills. In other words, different sets 

of skills imply different patterns of connections between 

persons and groups. Two groups with similar skills will 

compete more than two groups with dissimilar sets of skills. 

It may be true that different sets of skills imply different 

levels of productivity, but it is only in the pattern of 

connections to others that this fact impacts social outcomes. 

(For example, I can be the most productive person in the 

v/orld, but if no one reads my work, I have no impact on 

society). 

The inherent advantage in a relational definition of 

structure lies in the ability to generate mechanisms by which 

structure generates different outcomes. That is, a relational 

structure allows us to construct a theory of income 

differences which is generated solely through the emergent 

properties of the network, rather than resorting to 

essentialist explanations of differences (i.e. explanations 

v/hich attribute some essential characteristics to the object 

under study, without explaining how the object came to be 

that way. See Mayhew, 1980, 1981.) 

I now turn what I call the semi-structural theories 

(i.e. the weak ties and social resources explanations of 

v/ages) . I call them semi-structural because, while they 

attempt to address structural concerns, they do not do so in 

a holistic way. My results suggest a more holistic approach 

is appropriate to the analysis of the relationship between 
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social ties and economic outcomes. Recall the earlier 

discussion of exchange theory. Imagine a dyad with a single 

tie, and a triad in which two out of the three possible ties 

are present. The triad is the classic example of dependence 

in exchange theory. The central person in the triad is in a 

position of power because she has alternatives, she can 

reject one offer in favor of another. In the dyad no such 

structural power advantage exists. I argrue that the weak-

ties-are-access-to-social-resources approach essentially 

treats weak ties as only dyads, ignoring other network 

connections, ignoring alternatives. 

Both competition and overlap can be incorporated in the 

supply and demand using exchange theory. Recall the triad in 

which two peripheral members are connected to a single 

central member. If the job seeker represents the central 

position of the triad, each overlapping occupation becomes 

one of the peripheral competing for the membership of the job 

seeker. The greater the number of occupations whose niches 

encompass the individual, the greater the number of options 

available to that individual, thus increasing demand and 

wages. Overlap thus can be seen as representing demand. 

Now consider competition. Competition essentially 

measures how relatively scarce potential (i.e. not-already-

employed) occupation members are. It is a measure of supply, 

how many people are available to be hired by occupation X. 

Imagine that now the occupation is in the central position, 

and the available people are in the dependent positions. The 
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number of available persons determines how much power the 

occupation has, and in turn how much the occupation must 

offer the individual. If supply is great, the occupation has 

many alternatives, and can pay less. If supply is low, the 

occupation has fewer alternatives and must pay more. In my 

model, ecological competition speaks to the supply side of 

the model. 

Thus, whether or not one has a weak tie is really not 

the issue. Rather, as Burt (1992) suggests, the issue is 

whether or not the weak tie is a bridge (i.e. whether the 

weak tie gives you a link that your friends/peers/competitors 

don't have). Another way to view this is in terms of the 

usefulness of weak ties at difference locations in Blau-

space. At the 'lower' end of the education dimension, where 

labor is plentiful, weak ties may do little good, since other 

individuals in the area may have weak ties to the same 

potential employers. A.t 'higher' ends of the education 

dimension, or areas where labor supply is limited, a weak tie 

may generate more leverage because it connects one to an 

employer with few alternatives. Returning to the exchange 

theory metaphor, weak ties are only valuable to their 

possessors when they connect the possessor to individuals who 

do not have many alternatives. 

Discrimination theory has attempted to explain 

differences in wage between whites and minorities, and men 

and women, with limited success. In the neoclassical model 
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discrimination should not exist since corrpetition should 

eventually replace discriminators with non-discriminators. 

The theory and results presented here suggest a mechanism by 

which discrimination is perpetuated. As long as race or 

gender is a niche dimension of occupations, discrimination 

will persist on that dimension. In other words, if 

occupational niches are differentiated across gender or 

racial dimensions, the competition experienced by a given 

individual (that is, his or her occupation's competition) 

will vary by race or gender, and thus wages should vary by 

race or gender, net of human capital differences. In this 

model discrimination will persist as long as niches remain 

di f ferentiated. 

Cotton (1993) surveys some alternative explanations for 

the persistence of discrimination, and does mention a 

plausible 'access to occupations' hypothesis, operating in 

the spatial dimension (blacks can't get good jobs because 

v/hite suburbanization physically removed the good jobs from 

the reach of blacks). The literature appears to have less to 

say, however, about the effect of social distance on access 

to occupations. The results of this dissertation suggest that 

social distance and the niche effect should be considered as 

a possible cause of the persistence of discrimination. 

I finally turn to what might be termed institutional 

approaches. Farkas, England and Barton (1988) suggest that 

bargaining power affects wages. I believe my results are 
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complementary to theirs, and suggest a further proposition: 

employees have more bargaining power and it is more effective 

when supply is low. Thus, when labor is plentiful, employees 

have little bargaining power. When it is scarce, employees 

have more power. Further, we might hypothesize that labor 

supply eventually translates into institutional outcomes, 

such as the presence of labor iinions when labor is plentiful. 

While this argument seems counter intuitive, the logic is as 

follows: plentiful labor leads to lower wages which leads to 

attempts by labor, under certain circumstances, to increase 

their bargaining power. 

In another institutional approach, Screnson and 

Kalleberg (1981) suggest that internal labor markets affect 

access to positions and therefore, wages. While my model 

doesn't speak strongly to their distinction, it could be 

modified to incorporate their notions of open and closed 

systems by altering the competition measure to take into 

account the type of system any given occupation is 

characterized by. In other words, if the system is a closed 

one, the competition measure might downplay the weight of 

those unemployed and not in the labor force, since they have 

less access to the job, thereby increasing the realized 

competition. 
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7.3 Future Directions 

Now I turn to a discussion of questions left unanswered 

by my analysis. I organize my discussion in terms of the 

literatures I discussed above. Extensions to my work here 

could strengthen the link between my framework and 

neoclassical economics, discrimination theory, institutional 

theory, segmented labor market theory, semi-structural 

theories, and theories of social change. 

Neoclassical economics suggests that relevant dimensions 

of competition are those which measure human capital. 

Discrimination theory suggests that other dimensions, such as 

gender and race, have become relevant dimensions of 

competition, even though they don't necessarily measure 

anything about productivity. Economic theory has appropriated 

what many sociologists would assert are social dimensions, 

such as age and education, as dimensions of human capital. 

Age, for instance, proxies labor force experience, and is 

therefore really a measure of human capital. Education also 

measures human capital. Economists would therefore argue that 

the results of my models are not due to social structure as 

much as they are due to job requirement niches. Certain jobs 

require people with a high education and others require less 

education. Niches therefore are the results of task 

specialization, rather than the result of competition. 

To counter this claim one would highlight the importance 

of dimensions such as race and gender which aren't as 

directly linkable to human capital. The presence of niches 
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along these dimensions would suggest a form of 

discrimination, possibly the one I suggested earlier (that 

is, the discrimination created by homophilous ties). The 

relevance of gender and racial niches would, therefore, 

suggest that not all dimensions of Blau-space are simply 

proxies for individual traits. 

It is not immediately apparent how to extract the 

importance of the gender and race dimensions from the 

importance of age and education. I can suggest one solution. 

Rather than taking race as a dimension of Blau-space, race 

could be used to distinguish occupational groups. Thus, 

rather than examining a single occupation, lawyers, two 

occupations, white lawyers and non-white lawyers would be 

examined as separate groups. Outcomes for both groups could 

be compared, and, controlling for human capital differences, 

one could answer the question: is competition different in 

these occupations? 

Institutionalists identify many institutional 

arrangement which alter the 'natural* order of competition. 

Unions, internal labor markets, open and closed systems, are 

all structural variations which affect the relational 

patterns between employers and employees and potential 

employees. Future work in this area might identify the 

relational structures associated with various types of 

systems, (unionized, internal labor markets, etc.) and 

measure the effect of these structures on competition. 

Perhaps the most fertile field for extension of my work 
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is in conjlinetion with segmented labor market theory. On the 

most basic level many of the hypotheses of segmented labor 

market theory can be tested using the landscape of 

competition concept. For instance, simple relationships can 

be tested such as the relationship between variation in 

levels of competition and degree of inequality, or degree of 

overlap and similarity of wage. These relationships speak to 

the question of degree of segmentation of a system. 

In addition, my model can easily be extended to entities 

other than occupations. Industries and firms, for instance, 

can be taken as the unit of analysis in a model of supply, 

demand, and wage. Thus my model can be applied to the study 

of segmentation of industries, as well as occupations. 

Regarding the semi-structural theories, my work suggests 

an analysis of the interaction between weak ties and 

competition. That is, a salient question is, does the 

beneficial effect of possessing weak ties vary across 

different levels of competition? 

Finally, I discuss future applications which speak to a 

general theory of social change. This thesis is, after all, a 

theory of social change, as it is built on a theory of social 

change. But the change I present is different from that 

traditionally posited by the community ecology approach. 

While I suggest that the result of competition is a change in 

v/age, previous work suggests a change in the demographic 

composition of the occupation. Future research should address 

the following question: when an occupation is faced with 
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competition, does the occupation respond by moving its niche 

or by increasing wages? Ideally, a complete model of the 

occupational system would integrate both mechanisms with a 

method for determining which mechanism prevails over the 

other under given conditions. 

7.4 Concluding Remarks 

This dissertation shows that changes in occupational 

v/ages are driven in part by occupational niche competition. 

Occupations compete with other occupations for members, and 

this competition increases wage, through the mechanism of 

decreased supply. Previous work utilizing the ecological 

theory has shown that occupational niches move in response to 

competition. My work shows that economic outcomes are 

affected as well. Reconciling these two responses to 

competition is a fertile field for future research. 

Apart from the competition/wage finding, I feel that the 

most important contribution of this dissertation is to 

provide a holistic model of a social system. In other words, 

the ability to describe the entire system in a single model 

is an important step for a general theory of social systems. 

I must note that the foundation of this model is not of my 

design (see, for example, McPherson and Ranger-Moore, 1991) 

but I have shown here how it applies to economic outcomes in 

an occupational system. 

The results of this dissertation suggest that future 
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work in this area should pay particular attention to the 

definition and operationalization of structure. Structure 

need not be an arbitrarily imposed set of characteristics, 

but rather can flow from a parsimonious theory of relations 

between individuals. I believe the need for this kind of 

construct is largely ignored is sociological and economic 

analysis. In essence the model I presented generates 

predictions about complex systems using parsimonious set of 

basic elements and assumptions. It is perhaps the closest 

social theory to an atomic theory of social life. Ultimately 

it will be an atomic theory of this sort which will create 

the next paradigm shift in the social sciences and create a 

common foundation capable of unifying the social sciences. 
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Appendix A. Occupational Categories 

Managerial and professional specialty occupations 
Executive, administrative, and managerial occupations 
1. Officials and administrators, public administration 

Managers and administrators except public 
administration 

2. Salaried 
3. Management related occupations 
4. Accountants and auditors 

Professional Specialty Occupations 
5. Engineers: architects, and surveyors 
6. Engineers 
7. Natural scientists and mathematicians 
8. Computer systems analysts and scientists 
9. Health diagnosing occupations 
10. Physicians and dentists 
11. Health assessment and treating occupations 
12. Teachers, librarians and counselors 
13. Teachers, except post secondary 
14. Other professional specialty 

Technical: sales, and administrative support 
occupations 

15. Health technologists and technicians 
16. Engineering and science technicians 
17. Technicians, except health, engineering, and science 
18. Supervisors and proprietors, sales occupations 

Sales Occupations 
19. Sales representatives, commodities and finance 
20. Other sales occupations 

Administrative support occupations, including clerical 
21. Computer equipment operators 
22. Secretaries, stenographers, and typists 
23. Financial records processing occupations 
24. Other administrative support occupations, including 

clerical 

Service occupations 
25. Private household occupations 
26. Service occupations, except protective and household 
27. Food services occupations 
28. Health service occupations 
29. Cleaning and building service occupations 
30. Personal service occupations 
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Appendix A. Occupational Categories-Continued. 

Farminsr, forestry, and £ishing occupations 
31. Farm operators and managers 
32. Farm occupations, except managerial 
33. Related agricultural occupations 
34. Forestry and fishing occupations 

Precision production: craft, and repair occupations 
35. Mechanics and repairers 
36. Construction trades and extractive occupations 
37. Carpenters 

Precision production occupations 
38. Supervisors, production occupations 
39. Precision metal working occupations 
40. Other precision production occupations 

Operators, fabricators, and laborers machine 
operators, assemblers and inspectors 

41. Machine operators and tenders except precision 
42. Fabricators, assemblers and hand working occupations 
43. Production inspectors, testers, samplers and weighers 
44. Transportation occupations 
45. Material moving equipment operators 

Handlers, equipment cleaners, helpers and laborers 
46. Construction laborers 
47. Freight, stock and material handlers 
48. Other specified handlers, equipment cleaners and helpers 
49. Laborers, except constiruction 
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Appendix B. Descriptive Statistics. 

Age Competition 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Change in 
mean wage 392 7 .435188 48.4896 -118.693 602.9447 

ECl 441 . 9513722 .0123056 .9098692 .9710905 
EC2 441 .6089145 .0676876 .407991 .7198675 
OLl 441 .8604601 .0688593 .6444899 .9712796 
0L2 441 .8475505 .0594573 .6617354 . 9771001 
0L3 441 .1036632 .1588875 .0090638 1.094892 
NDl 441 .5642775 .1842845 .1665096 .9425287 
ND2 441 -82266 .1024586 .5147182 . 9737641 

Change in 
other-wage 392 7.600287 7.926989 -12.87684 26.47073 

Change in 
occ. output 392 3630.579 8693.658 -25815.22 76513.2 

Change in 
mean age 392 .1292669 .6871373 -2 .741657 2.693069 
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Appendix B. Descriptive Statistics.-Continued 

Education Competition 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Change in 
mean wage 392 7 .435188 48.4896 -118.693 602.9447 

ECl 441 .9524365 .0179006 .9019954 .9868372 
EC 2 441 .6155002 .0894432 .4243235 .7999686 
OLl 441 .6365266 .1167733 .2319175 .823043 
0L2 441 .6644968 .1719847 .0347296 .8916328 
0L3 441 . 0671755 .0753406 .0062172 .4822702 
NDl 441 .4359486 .1448241 .1505332 .7285513 
MD2 441 .8134086 .1003479 .513925 .9675679 

Change in 
other-wage 392 6.324849 17.36659 -96.72754 104.3389 

Change in 
Occ. output 392 3630.579 8693.658 -25815.22 76513.2 

Change in 
mean educ. 392 .0229763 .1215772 - .4583473 . 5192661 
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Appendix B. Descriptive Statistics.-Continued 

Age/Education Competition 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Change in 
mean wage 392 7.435188 48.4896 -118.693 602.9447 

ECl 441 .9525392 .0199369 .8900285 .9875008 
EC 2 441 .6827227 .0830397 .4249117 .8400385 
OLl 441 .564689 .1132646 .1939935 .7599838 
0L2 441 .5876717 .1614171 .0314012 .8390695 
0L3 441 .0589478 .0681226 .0056214 .4474276 
NDl 441 .3955982 .1291126 .1458111 .672365 
I\iD2 441 .8084241 .1016956 .5083215 .9659534 

Change in 
other-v/age 392 7.298316 16.96701 -72.76249 107.3243 

Change in 
occ. output 392 3630.579 8693.658 -25815.22 76513.2 

Change in 
mean age 392 .1292669 .6871373 -2 .741657 2.693069 

Change in 
mean educ. 392 .0229763 .1215772 -.4583473 .5192661 
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Appendix B. Descriptive Statistics.-Continued 

Age/Education/Race/Gender Competition 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Change in 
mean wage 392 7 .435188 48.4896 -118.693 602.9447 

ECl 
EC 2 
OLl 
0L2 
0L3 
NDl 
ND2 

441 
441 
441 
441 
441 
441 
441 

.9522541 
.711802 
.3603975 
.366105 
. 0367579 
.3007102 
.7828701 

.0211213 

.0913094 

.0785973 

.1043398 

.0410349 

.1055656 
.103153 

.8840982 

.3655855 

.1320773 

.0209651 

.0037531 

.1130391 

.4967373 

.9884996 

.8737479 

.4933963 

.5485707 

.2725504 

. 5773046 

.9636022 

Change in 
other-wage 392 7 .298316 16.96701 -72.76249 107.3243 

Change in 
occ. output 392 3630.579 8693.658 -25815.22 76513.2 

Change in 
mean age 392 .1292669 .6871373 -2.741657 2.693069 

Change in 
mean educ. 392 . 0229763 . 1215772 -.4583473 .5192661 

Change in 
prop, male 392 -.0032694 .0201969 -.1431174 .067948 

Change in 
prop, black 392 .0009044 .0130567 -.0485343 .0544065 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset 

*version 3.1 09/20/1999 

' occnichs.ado 
* This program transforms individual level CPS data into a group level 
niche dataset 
* It measures competition between groups in several ways 
* It was primarily designed to deal with occupations 

* It uses 3 input datasets: a raw cps file, an industry output dataset, 
and 
an price index dataset. 

* syntax: 
* occnichs (<cont dim's>) (<cat dim's>) ,Index() Start() End() MATsizeO 
APPend FILEiiame () 
where cont dim's are a list of "continuous" dimensions 

*" cat dim's are a list of categorical dimensions 
* index = var to index on 
*• start () = start year 
* end{) = end year 
* matsize() size to set matrix 
' append - directs occnichs to append all years into a single 
dataset 

filename () gives the filename for the appended dataset 

program define occnichs 
version 6.0 

display "Program started at: $S_TIME " _cont 
local stime = "$S_TIME" 
display "on $S_DATE." 

syntax [if] [in] , CONtdim( string) Index (string) Start{real) 
End(real) /* 

*/ FILEname(string) [CATdim(string) APPend MATsize(real 
100) ] 

local nbdim : word coimt ' contdim' 
local ncdim : word count 'catdim' 
local minyear = 'start' 
local maxyear = "end* 

disp "Continuous vars: 'contdim'" 
disp "Categorical vars: 'catdim'" 
disp "Start year: 'minyear'" 
disp "End year: 'maxyear'" 
disp "Index variable: 'index'" 
disp "Matsize: 'matsize'" 

clear 
set mat 'matsize' 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

***** first load price deflator data 
use ":Strukt\ir:Data, Soc:Stata Data:Dissertation Data:cpi/ipd" 
mkmat cpi ipdgdp ipdgnp 
mat priceind = cpi,ipdgdp,ipdgnp 

***** now loop thru all years 
local yr = 'minyear' 
while "yr" "maxyear" { 

local lagyr = 'yr" - 1 
disp _dup(80) 
disp "Processing year " in blu "19'yr"" in yell " at 

$S_Tn^E" 
disp _dup(80) 
local yrtime = "$S_TIME" 

*********** 1 Read the raw data 
* 

disp "Reading data " _quote "cps'yr' .dta" _quote "... " 
_cont 

drop _all 
use "; Struktiir: Data, Soc: CPS Data: cps' yr' " 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

disp "Recoding/creating vars..." _cont 

sort poccu2 
gen 'index' = poccu2 

***** recode NIU (0), self-employed managers (4) military 
(52) 

***** ^ never worked (53) as missing occ 
quietly recode "index" 0=. 4=. 52=. 53=. 

***** create the self-employed var 
if "yr" <= 88 { 

gen selfemp = i50cw >= 5 
} 

else { 
gen selfemp = ern_srce >= 2 
} 

***** count "index"es (occupations) 
sort "index" 
quietly by "index": gen firstobs = _n==l 
gen byte indind = stim(firstobs) if "index" != . 
list poccu2 "index" indind if firstobs==l 
replace "index" = indind if "index" !=. 
summ "index' 
local numindx = r(max) 
drop firstobs 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

***** create the errployment indicators as person/work-year 
proportions 

***** (i.e. proportion of year person spent employed, 
unemployed, and nilf 

gen emp = wkswork/52 
gen unemp = ltoveeks/52 
gen nilf = (52-(wkswork+lkweeks))/52 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 
disp "Number of 'index's = 'numindx'" 

*********** 2 Create a "master dimension" out of continuous dims and cat 
dims 

* 

***** first do continuous dims 
disp "Create master dimension (continuous)... " _cont 
local notmsg 
local i = 1 
while 'i' <= 'nbdim' { 

local nxtname : v/ord 'i' of "contdim' 
local notmsg = "'notmsg' & a_'nxtname' != ." 
local i = 'i' +1 
} 

local rcdim 
tokenize 'contdim' 
while "'I'" != "" { 

local rcdim "'rcdim'r_'1' " 
mac shift 
} 

sort 'rcdim' 
quietly by 'rcdim' : gen firstobs = _n==l 'notmsg' 
quietly gen bdim = sum (firstobs) if 1 'notmsg' 
quietly summ firstobs 
local nbcats = r(sum) 
if 'matsize' < 'nbcats' | 'matsize' < 'numindx' { 

if 'nbcats' > 'numindx' { local minsize = 'nbcats' } 
else { local minsize = 'numindx' } 
disp "Matsize too small, must be at least 'minsize'." 
exit 908 
} 

drop firstobs 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** now set up categorical dims 
disp "Create master dimension (categorical) ... " _cont 
if 'ncdim' { 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

sort 'catdim' 
local notmsg 
l o c a l  1 = 1  
while 'i' <= 'ncdim' { 

local nxtname : word 'i' 
local notmsg = "'notmsg' 
local i = 'i' +1 
} 

of "catdim" 
& ' nxtname' ! = 

quietly by 'catdim' : gen firstobs = _n==l 'notmsg' 
quietly gen cdim = sum (firstobs) if 1 'notmsg' 
quietly summ firstobs 
local nccats = r{sum) 
drop firstobs 
} 

else { 
local nccats 1 
quietly gen cdim = 1 
} 

disp "Done at $S_TIl'ffi." 

*********** 3 Calculate ecological competition measures 

disp "Calculate ecological competition measxires: " 

***** build the dataset of frequencies 
disp " collapsing by 'index', bdim, and cdim... " _cont 
preserve 
quietly drop if bdim == . | cdim ==. | 'index' == . 
collapse (sum) emp , by ('index' bdim cdim) 
sort 'index' bdim cdim 
quietly save _worktemp ,replace 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** create a placeholder dataset 
disp " creating placeholder dataset... " _cont 
drop _all 
local cnxjmobs = ' numindx' * ' nbcats ' * ' nccats ' 
quietly set obs 'cnumobs' 
gen 'index' = int((_n - 1) / ('nbcats' * 'nccats')) +1 
gen bdim = mod(int((_n - 1) / 'nccats'), 'nbcats') + 1 
gen cdim = mod((_n - 1), 'nccats') +1 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** merge with the actual data 
disp " merging placeholder and real datasets... " _cont 
sort 'index' bdim cdim 
merge 'index' bdim cdim using _worktemp 
quietly recode emp .=0 
drop _merge 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

disp " reshaping data set for occ x bdim matrices:" 
reshape wide emp , i(bdim cdim) j(^ index') 
disp " Done at $S_TIME." 

***** osegszX are N (contdims by numoccs) matrices, where X 
is the value of 

***** the categorical dimension 
***** occsegsz is a (contdims by niimoccs) matrix 
***** occsize is a (numoccs by 1) matrix of population sizes 
•k "ic ie ie 'ic 

disp " creating osegsz occsegsz, occsize, and occprop 
matrices... " _cont 

quietly for num l/'nccats' : mkmat emp* if cdim==X , 
matrix(osegszX) \ /* 

*/ mat osegszX = osegszX' 
local matexpr = "osegszl" 
local i = 2 
while "i' <= "nccats' { 

local matexpr = "'matexpr' + osegsz'i'" 
local i = 'i' +1 
} 

mat occsegsz = ~matexpr' 
mat bcones = J("nbcats',1,1) 
mat occsize = occsegsz*bcones 
restore 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** now do it again to count emp, unemp and nilf 
proportions 

disp " (now do it all again!)" 

***** build dataset of frequencies 
disp " collapsing by bdim and cdim. . . " _cont 
preserve 
quietly drop if bdim == . | cdim == . 
collapse (sum) emp vmemp nilf , by (bdim cdim) 
fillin bdim cdim 
quietly recode emp .=0 
quietly recode unemp .=0 
quietly recode nilf .=0 
disp "Done at $S_TIME" 

disp " reshaping data set for bdim x cdim matrix: " 

drop _fillin 
reshape wide emp uneirp nilf, i (bdim) j (cdim) 
disp " Done at $S_TIME." 

***** emp, unenp and nilf are (blaudims by catdims) matrices 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

***** corresponding to employment, unemployment and nilf 
disp " creating emp, unemp, nilf and occsegsz 

matrices... " _cont 
mkmat ert^)* , matrix (emp) 
mkmat unemp* , matrix(unemp) 
mkmat nilf* , matrix(nilf) 
restore 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** now with the necessary components, can construct 
ecological conp measures 

***** ecomp[.,l] = sum [ occsegsize/toccsize * 
empi/(unempi+empi) ] 

***** ecomp[.,2] = sum [ occsegsize/toccsize * 
empi/(unempi+empi+nilfi) ] 

teii^jname tempi temp2 Cemp3 suml sum2 
mat ecomp = J('numindx *,2,0) 
mat colnames ecomp = eel ec2 
disp " calculating competition... " _cont 

local i = 1 
while "i' <= 'numindx' { 

/* i = focal occupation */ 
scalar 'sum2' = 0 
scalar 'suml' = 0 
local j = 1 
while 'j' <= 'nccats' { 

/* j = categorical category */ 
local k = 1 
while 'k' <= 'nbcats' { 

/* k = continuous category */ 
scalao: osegsc = osegsz'j ' [' i' ,'k'] 
scalar empsc = emp['k','j'] 
scalar unempsc = unemp['k','j'] 
scalar 'temp2' = 

osegsc*empsc/(unempsc+empsc) 
if 'tenp2' == . { scalar 'temp2' = 0 } 
scalar "suml' = 'suml' + 'temp2' 
scalar ' ten^iS ' = 

osegsc*empsc/ (unerrpsc+empsc+nilf [' k' , ' j • ] ) 
if ' tertpS' == . { scalar ' temp3' = 0 } 
scalar " sum2 ' = ' s-um2 " + ' temp3 ' 
local k = 'k' + 1 
} 

local j = ' j • +1 
} 

mat ecomp['i',l] = "suml'/occsize['i*,1] 
mat ecomp['i',2] = 'sum2'/occsize['i',1] 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

4 Create Niches 
• 

disp "Create 'index' niches... " 
disp " creating errployment vars... " _cont 

***** gen occupational unemployment proportion 
sort 'index' 
quietly egen occunemp = mean(unemp) ,by('index') 

*****generate proportions of categorical variables 
sort 'index' 
quietly egen prmale = mean (male) , by ('index') 
sort 'index' 
quietly egen prblack = mean (black) , by ('index') 
sort 'index' 
quietly by 'index' : gen int firstobs = _n == 1 
quietly suiiim emp if emp ! =0 
gen long totsize = r(N) /* 

total size of _eit5)loyed_ system */ 
sort 'index' 
quietly egen int occsize = count ('index') , by ('index') 
sort 'index' 
quietly by 'index": gen occprop = occsize/totsize 
mkmat occsize occprop if firstobs & 'index' != . 

***** get rid of weirdo cases 
quietly drop if iweind & 'index'==1 & 'yr' < 89 
disp "done at $S_TIME." 

***** calculate the deflator 
disp " calculating deflator = " _cont 
local yrind = 'lagyr' - 81 
scalar deflate = 100 / priceind['yrind',2] 
disp deflate " ..." _cont 
disp "done at $S_TIME." 

***** calculate mean earnings 
disp " calculating mean earnings..." _cont 
tempvcir yearem earning 
gen 'yearem' = em_val*scalar (deflate) 
replace 'yearem' = 0 if 'yearem' < 0 
recode wkswork 0=. 
recode hrswk 0=. 

***** eamings are in terms of year eamings/weeks worked 
gen ' earning' = ' yearem' /wkswork 

* quietly drop if 'earning' < 1 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued-

* quietly by 'index': replace firstobs = _n == 1 
sort 'index' 
quietly egen meaneam = mean (" earning' ) , by (' index" ) 
mkmat totsize occsize occunemp prmale prblack occprop 

meaneam /* 
*/ if firstobs & 'index' i= . ,matrix(earns) 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** generate niche bounds for all continuous dims 
disp " generating niche boundaries..." _cont 
local dimlist 
tokeni ze ' contdim' 
while "^i'" != { 

quietly { 
egenmn'l" =mean(a_'l') , by ('index') 
egen sd'l' = sd(a_'l') , by ('index') 
gen u'l' = mn'l' + 1.5*sd'l' 
gen I'l' = mn'l' - 1.5*sd'l' 
} 

local dimlist = "'dimlist' mn'l' sd'l' u'l' I'l'" 
mac shift 
} 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

***** generate percentage variables for the categorical 
(dichotmous) dims 

disp " generating categorical dimension proportions... 
_cont 

sort 'index' 
local pvars 
local i = 1 
while 'i' <= 'ncdim' { 

local nxtdim : word 'i' of 'catdim' 
quietly egen p'nxtdim' = mean ('nxtdim' ) , by ('index') 
local pvars = "'pvars'p'nxtdim' " 
local i = 'i• +1 
} 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

*****create the niche matrix 
disp " creating niche matrix. . . " _cont 
mkmat 'index' 'dimlist* 'pvars' if firstobs Sc 'index' != . 

,matrix(niches) 
mat niches = niches,earns 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

*********** 5 Calculate average earnings variables 
• 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

***** create several different mean WAGES 
* tm = "total mean" wage over all occs and all persons 
* torn = "total outside mean" avg earnings outside of 

occ 
* nom = "niche outside mean" avg earnings inside niche 

outside of occ 
* onom = "ouside niche outside mean" avg outside niche 

outside occ 
***** and one variable for niche population 

*• npop = "niche population" 

disp "Calculating average niche earnings" _cont 
quietly summ 'earning' 
scalar tmeanem = r(mean) 
mat relearn=J ('numindx' ,1, scalar {tmeanem) ) , J (' numindx ',5,0) 
mat colnames releam = tm tom nom onom enpop tnpop 

***** Create in/out niche vars to determine averages of 

* inside niches but not belonging to the occupation of 

local i = 1 
while 'i' <= 'nbdim' { 

local nxtdim : word 'i' of 'contdim' 
local c_ld"i' = colnumb(matrix(niches) , "I'nxtdim'" ) 
local c_ud'i' = colnumb(matrix(niches),"u'nxtdim'") 
local i = "i' +1 
} 

local c_tm = colnumb(matrix(releam) , "tm") 
local c_tom = colnimib (matrix (releam) ," tom") 
local c_nom = colnuimb(matrix (releam) , "nom") 
local c_onom = colnumb (matrix (releam) , "onom") 
local c_enpop = colnumb(matrix(releam) , "enpop") 
local c_tnpop = colnumb (matrix (releam) ," tnpop") 

local i = 1 
while 'i' <= 'numindx' { 

* create innich var - is person inside the occ's 

local innexp 
local j = 1 
while 'j' <= 'nbdim' { 

local nxtname : word 'j' of 'contdim' 
scalar I'j' = nichesic_ld'j''] 
scalar u'j' = niches ['i','c_ud'j' '] 
local innexp "'innexp' a_'nxtname' >= I'j' & 

a_'nxtname' <= u'j'" 
if 'j' < 'nbdim* { 

local innexp "'innexp' & " 
} 

local j = 'j' +1 

those 

that niche 

niche? 

y 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

} 

quietly generate innich = ('innexp') 

•general relative wage (wages of those not in 
occ) 

quietly suinm 'earning' if 'index' != 'i' 
mat releam [' i ' , ' c_toiii • ] = r(mean) 

•wages of others in niche but not in occ 
quietly simm 'earning' if innich & 'index' != 'i' 
scalar q = r(mean) 
if q==.{ 

disp in red "in NOM calc: r(mean) missing, i = 
i.' 

si^n 'earning' if innich & 'index' != 'i' ,d 
scalar q = -99 
} 

mat releam [' i ' , ' c_nom' ] = scalar (q) 

* wages of anyone outside the niche of occ 
quietly surnm 'earning' if ! innich & 'index' != 'i' 
scalar q = r(mean) 
if q==.{ 

disp in red "in ONOM calc: r(mean) missing, i = 
' i' " 

suxnm 'earning' if ! innich ,d 
scalar q = -99 
} 

mat releam ['i ",'c_onom' ] = scalar(q) 

*****also calculate the pop size within the niche, 
both employed and total pop 

quietly summ innich 
mat releam ['i','c_tnpop' ] = r(sum) 
quietly summ innich if emp != 0 
mat releam ['i','c_enpop' ] = r(sum) 

drop innich 
if mod('i',2) == 0 {disp _quote _cont} 
local i = 'i' +1 
} 

mat niches = niches, releam 
disp " Done at $S_TIME." 

*********** 6 calc overlap vars 
• 

display "Calculating overlap" _cont 

***** make placeholder matrices 
mat nicharea = J('niomindx', 1, 0) 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

mat 
mat 
mat 

olmat 
olmat2 
olap 

= J( 
= J( 
= J( 

' numindx', 
' numindx' , 
' numindx' , 

' numindx' 
' nijmindx' 
3,0) 

o
 o

 

mat 
mat 

ndolmatl 
ndolmat2 II 

II
 ' numindx' , 

'numindx' , 
' numindx' 
'numindx' 

o
 o

 

mat ones = J( ' numindx' , 1 , 1 )  

mat colnames olap = oil ol2 ol3 

local i = 1 
while 'i' <= 'niomindx' { 

/* I is focal occ */ 
scalar totar = 1 
local j = 1 
while 'j' <= 'nbdim' { 

/* J is blau(cont) dims */ 
local nxtname : word "j' of "contdim" 
local dimucol -

colnunib(matrix(niches) , "u'nxtname* ") 
local dimlcol = 

colnumb (matrix (niches) , " 1' nxtname' ") 
scalar totar = totar * (niches['i'dimucol'] -

niches['i','dimlcol' ] ) 
local j = 'j' +1 
} 

mat nicharea["i',1] = scalar(totar) 
local j = 'i' + 1 /* only need to calculate 1/2 

of matrix*/ 
while 'j' <= 'numindx' { 

/* J is other occs */ 

**** first, calculate dichotomous dimensions 
overlap factor 

local nxtdim 
scalar ofactor = 1 
local k = 1 
while "k' <= 'ncdim' { 

/* K is categorical dim */ 
local nxtname : word 'k' of 'pvars' 
local col = 

colnumb (matrix (niches) , " 'nxtname' ") 
scalar diff = 1 - abs(niches['icol'] -

niches['j','col']) 
scalar ofactor = ofactor * diff 
local k = 'k' + 1 
} 

***** next, calculate 'standard' overlap and 
occupational niche 'area' 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

scalar totol = 1 
local k = 1 
while "k' <= "nbdim" { 

/* K is blau(cont) dim */ 
local nxtname : word 'k' of "contdim" 
local dimucol = 

colnuitib(matrix(niches) , "u'nxtname" ") 
local dimlcol = 

colnumb(matrix(niches),"1'nxtname'") 
scalar upper = 

min(niches["i','dimucol'],niches["j','dimucol']) 
scalar lower = 

max(niches['i",^dimlcol'],niches['j','dimlcol']) 
scalar overlap = upper - lower 
if overlap < 0 {scalar overlap = 0} 
scalar totol = totol * overlap 
local k = 'k' + 1 
} 

mat olmat['i','j' ] = totol*ofactor 
mat olmat2 [' i ' , ' j ' ] = olmat [' i ' , ' j " ] ̂̂2 

***** now calclate variable distribution overlap 
• 
* ndl = Slim min(occsegsize-i, occsegsize-j) / 

occsize i) 
* nd2 = Sum = (occsegsize-i/occsize-

i) (occsegsize-j/tot-seg-size) 
Hr 

scalar ^ siiml' = 0 
scalar 'sum2' = 0 
local m = 1 
while 'm' <= 'nccats' { 

/* M is categorical dim */ 
mat segmat = ones' *osegsz'm' 
local k = 1 
while 'k' <= 'nbcats' { 

/* K is blau(cont) dim */ 
scalar 'tempi' = osegsz'm'['i' , 'k" ] 
scalar 'temp2' = osegsz'm'['j ' ,'k'] 
scalar 'suml' = 'suml' + 

min("tempi','temp2') 

"tempi'*'temp2'/segmat[1,'k' 

"temp3' = 0 } 

scalar 'temp3' = 

if scalar('temp3')== . { scalar 

scalar ' s;jm2 ' = ' sum2 ' + ' temp3 
local k = 'k' + 1 
} 

local m = 'm* + 1 
} 

mat ndolmatl['i','j'] = 'suml' 
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Appendix C. Stata Program to Create Niche Dataset-Continued. 

mat ndolmat2 [' i ' , ' j ' ] = ' siim2 ' 
local j = "j' +1 
} 

if mod('j',2)==0 {disp _quote _cont} 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 

***** ndl and 2 are sxjmmed across occ pairs and multiplied 
by l/#occs for scaling 

• 
mat ndolmatl = ndolmatl + ndolmatl' 
mat ndolmat2 = ndolmat2 + ndolmat2' 
mat ndtempl = ndolmatl*ones/'nuinindx' 
mat ndteiip2 = ndolmat2*ones 

local i = 1 
while 'i' <= 'numindx' { 

mat ndtenpl['i' , 1] = ndtenpl['i',1]/occsize['i',1] 
mat ndternp2 [' i ' , 1 ] = ndtemp2 [" i ' , 1]/occsize [' i ' , 1] 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 

mat ndolap=ndtempl,ndteirp2 
mat colnames ndolap = ndl nd2 

***** now calculate summed ol measures 
mat olmat = olmat + olmaf 
mat olmat2 = olmat2 + olmat2' 
local i = 1 
while "i' <= 'numindx' { 

/* I is focal occ */ 

***** oil = overlap/selfarea 
mat olap["i',l] = (olmat['i1...]*ones) / 

(nicharea['i',1]*"numindx') 

***** ol2 = (overlap/otherarea) * prop(other) 
mat temp = J (1, " nximindx' , 0) 
local j = 1 
while 'j' <= "numindx" { 

/* J is other occs */ 
mat temp[l,'j'] = olmat["ij']/nicharea["j1] 
local j = "j' + 1 
} 

mat olap['i',2] = matrix(temp) * matrix(occprop) 

***** ol3 = (overlap/othersirea) * 
(prop(other)/prop(self)) 
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mat olap["i',3] = olap['i',2] / (occprop["i',1]*1000) 

local i = 'i' +1 
} 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

,*«»*•*»*»** 7 calculate occupational output 
• 

disp "Calculate Occupational Output... " 

***** recode some industries 
disp " recoding weind. . . " _cont 
quietly drop if 'index'==. 
quietly drop if weind==0 | weind==47 
quietly recode weind 9=8 13=14 16=17 40=41 

***** for 83-87 only 
if 'yr' >= 83 & 'yr' <= 87 { 

quietly recode weind 15=11 44=36 
} 

disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

disp " generating ind, indsizes... " _cont 
sort weind 
quietly by weind: replace firstobs = _n==l 
gen byte ind = sum( firstobs) 
local numind = ind[_N] 
disp "Done at $S_TI1'IE." 

***** do freq counts and reshape into matrix 
disp " contracting and reshaping..." _cont 
contract "index' ind ,zero freq(freq) 
quietly reshape wide freq , i('index') j (ind) 

***** indist is (occs X industries) 
mkmat freq* ,matrix(inddist) 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

disp " converting industry distribution to 
proportions... " _cont 

mat occones = J('numindx',1,1) 
mat indsizes = inddist' * occones 
local i = 1 
while 'i' <= "numind' { 

/* I is industries */ 
local j = 1 
scalar indsz = indsizes["i' , 1] 
while "j' <= "numinc3x' { 

/* J is occupations */ 
mat inddist["j',"i' ] = inddist["j',"i ' ] / 

scalar(indsz) 
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local j = "j' + 1 
} 

local i = "i' +1 
} 

disp "Done at $S_TIME" 

disp "Calculate occupational outputs... " _cont 
drop _all 

use ":Struktur:Data, Soc:Stata Data:Industry Output 
Data: industryoutputs .dta" 

quietly drop if yl9'lagyr' == . 
mkmat yl9'lagyr', matrix{indouts) 
mat occout = inddist * indouts 
mat colnames occout = occout 
disp "Done at $S_TIME." 

*********** 8 Save data 

disp "Saving Data: " 
drop _all 
svmat doxible niches ,names (col) 
svmat doxible ecomp ,names (col) 
svmat double olap ,names(col) 
svmat double ndolap ,names(col) 
svmat double occout ,names(col) 
gen year='yr' + 1900 

save " :Stmktur:Data, Soc:Stata Data:Dissertation 
Data:n_'filenam'"yr'" .replace 

disp " Done at $S_TIME." 
disp 
disp in yellow "Year "yr* started at 'yrtime* ." 
disp in yellow " finished at $S_TIME." 

local yr = 'yr' +1 
} /* end of main while loop */ 

if ""append'" == "append" { 
cd " :Strukt\ir:Data, Soc:Stata Data:Dissertation Data:" 
disp 
disp "Appending all years..." 
disp " 1983 ..." 
use "n_'filenam'"minyear'" ,clear 
local yr = 'minyear' + 1 
while "yr" <= "maxyear' { 

disp " 19"yr'..." 
append using n_"filenam''yr' 
local yr = "yr' + 1 
} 
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disp "Labelling..." _cont 

label var 'index' "Occupation number" 

tokenize 'contdim' 
while "'1'" != "" { 

label var mn'1' " Mean '1' " 
label var sd'l" "Std. Dev. 'i'" 
label var u'l" "Upper niche bound on '!•" 
label var 1"1' "Lower niche bound on 'i'" 
mac shift 
} 

label var totsize "Total number employed" 
label var occsize "Number employed in occupation" 
label var occunemp "Uhenployment rate in 'index'" 
label var prmale "Prop, of 'index', that is male" 
label var prblack "Prop, of 'index', that is non-v/hite" 
label var occprop "Proportional size of 'index'" 
label var meaneam "Mean Weekly Earnings" 
label var tm "Total mean wage for all occupations" 
label var torn "Mean wage outside of occupation" 
label var nom "Mean wage inside niche outside of 'index'" 
label var onom "Mean wage outside niche outside of 'index'" 
label var enpop "Pop size (emp) w/in 'index''s niche" 
label var tnpop "Pop size (total) w/in 'index''s niche" 
label vaur eel "Ecological Comp. (LF Only) " 
label var ec2 "Ecological Comp. (incl. NILF)" 
label var oil "Olap = (ol/vol)l/N" 
label var ol2 "Olap = (ol/vol) *propother" 
label var ol3 "Olap = (ol/vol) * (propother/propself) " 
label var ndl "Non-uniform dist overlap 1" 
label var nd2 "Non-uniform dist overlap 2" 
label var occout "Occupational output" 
disp "Done at $S_TIME" 

disp "Recasting..." _cont 
recas t int 'index' year 
recast long occsize totsize 
disp "Done at $S_TIME" 

disp "Generating additional variables..." 
tsset 'index' year 
sort 'index' year 

/* generate new vars */ 

***** log size 
gen Inoccsz = In(occsize) 
label var Inoccsz "Ln of occsize" 
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***** sum corrp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by "index* : gen secX = sxmi(ecX) \ gen 

sndX = sum(ndX) 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen solx = sijm(olX) 

*****lagged sum conp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen IsecX = L.secX \ gen 

IsndX = L.sndX 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen IsolX = L.solX 

***** delta-meaneam*lagcomp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' ; gen dwecX = 

D. meaneam* L. ecX / * 
*/ \ gen dwndX = D.meaneam*L.ndX 

for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen dwolX = 
D.meanearn*L.olX 

***** sum delta-meanearn*lagcomp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen sdv/ecX = sum(dwecX) \ 

gen sdv/ndX = sum(dwndX) 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen sdwoLX = sum(dwolX) 

***** delta-nom*lagcomp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen dnecX = D.nom*L.ecX \ 

gen dnndX = D.nom*L.ndX 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen dnolX = D.nom*L.olX 

***** sum delta-nom*lagcomp 
for nijm 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen sdnecX = sum(dnecX) \ 

gen sdnndX = sum(dnndX) 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen sdnolX - sum(dnolX) 

***** meaneam * comp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen wecX = meaneam*ecX \ 

gen vmdX = meaneam*ndX 
for niim 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen wolX = meaneam*olX 

***** Sum meaneam*comp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen swecX = sxam(wecX) \ 

gen swndX = sum(wndX) 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen swolX = sum(wolX) 

***** lagged Sum meaneam*comp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen IswecX = L.swecX \ 

gen IswndX = L.swndX 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen IswolX = L.svralX 

* * * * *  n o m  *  c o n p  
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen necX = nom*ecX \ gen 

nndX = nom*ndX 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen nolX = nom*olX 
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***** Sum noni*coiip 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen snecX = suin(necX) \ 

gen snndX = suiii(nndX) 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index* : gen snolX = sum(nolX) 

***** lagged Sum nom*comp 
for num 1/2 : quietly by 'index' : gen IsnecX = L.snecX 

\ gen IsnndX = L.snndX 
for num 1/3 : quietly by 'index' : gen IsnolX = L.snolX 

gen ttrend = year - 19'minyear' + 1 
label var ttrend "Time trend" 
disp " Done at $S_TIME" 

order year 'index' occsize Inoccsz occprop meaneam occout 

save n_' filenam''minyear'-'maxyear' ,replace 
} 

disp 
describe ,d 
disp 
disp "All done!" 
disp "Program started at: 'stime'" 
disp "Program ended at: $S_TIME, on $S_DATE" 
disp 
p\,-Ai 

end 
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*! Version 2.0 llMayl999 
* feiv2.ado: FEIV fixed-effects instnjmental variable estimator 

Also handles nonliner endogeneous variable specifications and 
* can correct for autoregressive errors 
* 

* re<5uires p_vlists, from William Gould 
* also requires "DropDup" and "Subtract" .ado files 
* 

program define feiv 
version 6.0 

p_vlists vamame varlist varlist : '0' 
local 0 ^ s(rest) ' 
local depvar 's(vl)' 
local indlist "s(v2)' 
local exolist "s(v3)' 
syntax [if] [in] , i (string) [ t (string) Title (string) DURbin 

QTest(integer 0) /* 
*/ NOConstant AUTO LAGged ML (integer 0) /* 
*/ RES id TRESid IRES id OUTLIER (integer 0) 

SAVE(string)] 
local ivar "" i • 
local tvar ""t'" 

if "'resid'" == "" & "'save'" L= "" ( 
disp in red "Note: SAVE option ignored, must be invoked with 

RESID." 
} 

* drop duplicates 
DropDup "'indlist'" 
local indlist $S_1 
DropDup "'exolist'" 
local exolist $S_1 

* create endogeneous list 
Subtract 'indlist' - 'exolist' 
local endlist $S_1 
local outlist $S_2 

*** display a title (if opted) 
• 

if "'title'" != "" { 
local linesz : set display linesize 
local tlen = length("'title'") 
local banner = "tlen' + 4 
if 'banner' <= 'linesz' { 

disp _d('banner') "*" 
disp "* 'title' *" 
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Continued. 

else { 

} 

disp _d('banner') "*" 
} 

disp _d('tlen') 
disp "'title'" 
disp _d('tlen') "*" 
} 

preserve 
raarksample touse 
quietly drop if !'touse' 
if "'tvar•" != «" { 

tsset 'ivar' 'tvar' 
quietly summ year 
local tnum = r(inax) - r(nu.n) + 1 
} 

else { 
lis 'ivar' 
} 

sort 'ivar' 'tvar' 
quietly summ 'ivar' 
local inum = r(inax) - r(min) + 1 

*** transform the data for fixed effects (difference from group 
means) 

• 
xtdata 'depvar' 'endlist' 'exolisf , fe clear 
gen time = mod(_n-1, ' tnum')+1 

*** nonlinear parameters 
• 

if 'nl' >1 { 
local i = 2 
while 'i' <= 'nl' { 

tokenize 'exolisf 
local j = 1 
while "'1' " != "" { 

gen_v'j'p'i' = 'l"^'i' 
local powlist "'powlisf _v'j'p'i'" 
mac shift 
local j = 'j ' +1 
} 

local i = 'i' +1 
} 

} 

*** Autocorrelation 
• 

if "'auto'" == "auto" { 
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Continued. 

disp 
disp in ye "Data First Differenced: " _cont 
quietly ivreg 'depvar' ("endlisf = "exolisf 'powlist') 

^outlist', 'noconsf 
tempvar ee eel 
predict "ee' , resid 
gen 'eel' = "ee'[_n-l] if 'ivar'[_n] == "ivar'[_n-l] 
quietly regress "ee" "eel' ,noconstant 
mat rho = get(_b) 
scalar rho = matrix(rho[1,I]) 
local allvar ""depvar' "endlisf "exolisf "powlisf" 
tokenize "allvar' 
sort "ivar' 
while ^ 1 • " ! = "" { 

quietly by "ivar" : replace "1' = "1' -
scalar(rho)*"1' [_n-l] if _n!=l 

quietly by "ivar' ; replace "1' = "1' ' sqrtd -
scalar (rho)'^2) if _n==l 

mac shift 
} 

} 

*•** compute actual estimates 
* 

ivreg "depvar' "outlisf ("endlisf = "exolisf "powlisf) , 
"noconst' 

*** calc the residuals for various statistics and graphing 
* 

tempvar e 
predict "e' ,resid 

*** compute a durbin watson statistic 
• 

if ""durbin'" == "durbin" { 
tempvar e2 de2 
tenpname sumde2 sume2 
quietly { 

gen "de2' = ("e'[_n]-"e'[_n-l])"2 if "ivar'[_n] == 
"ivar'[_n-l] 

gen "e2' = "e'^2 
summ "de2' 
scalar "sumde2' = r(sum) 
summ "e2' 
scalar "sume2' = r(sum) 
} 

disp in gr "The Durbin Watson statistic r = " in ye 
scalar("sumde2'/"sume2') 

disp in gr _dup(78) 
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} 

"* compute a set of q-statistics 
* 

if "qtesf > 0 { 
tempvar e2 le2 cnt 
tempname q q2 r sume2 suinle2 rmat qstat2 
scalar "q' =0 
scalar 'q2' =0 
mat "rmat'=J('qtest•,1,0) 
disp in gr "Q-test L Q p r" 
disp in gr " 
local i = 1 
while ^i' <= 'qtesf { 

quietly gen "le2' = ("e'[_n] * "e'[_n-'i']) if 
'ivar'[_n] == 'ivar'[_n-'i'] 

quietly gen "e2"="e'^2 
summ 'le2' ,meanonly 
scalar 'sumle2' = r{sum) 
summ 'e2' ,meanonly 
scalar "sume2' = r{sum) 
scalar 'r' = "sumle2'/'sume2" 
scalar 'q' = "q" + "r"^2 
scalar "q2' = 'q2" + 'r "^2/(_N-'i') 
egen 'cnt' = count("le2') 
local enn = 'cnt*[1] 
scalar q = scalar("q')*_N 
disp in ye %lls "'i'" %10.4f scalar("q')*_N %10.4 

chiprob{"i',scalar("q'*_N)) /* 
*/ %10.4f scalarCr- ) 

* disp in gr " q *  =  "  

scalar{'q2•*_N*(_N+2)) ", p = " /* 
* * / chiprob (" i ' , scalar (' q2 ' *_N'* (_N+2) ) ) 

drop "le2' 'e2' "cnt' 
local i = "i' +1 
} 

disp in gr _dup(78) 
} 

***** List any outliers 
if 'outlier' != 0 { 

sxjmm ' e' 
local ubound = r{mean) + 'outlier'*sqrt(r(Var)) 
local Ibound = r{mean) - 'outlier'*sqrt(r(Var)) 
disp "Upper boxxnd = 'ubound'. Lower bound = 'Ibound'" 
disp 
disp "ABOVE Upper bound" 
list if 'e' > 'lobound' 
disp 
disp "BELOW lower bound" 
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Continued. 

list if "e' < "Lbound' 
} 

*** graph some residuals 
* 

if "'resid'" == "resid" { 
quietly corr "e' Mepvar' 
disp in gr "Correlation between resids and Dep. Mar. is " in 

ye r(rho) 
disp in gr _dup(78) 
if "'save'" != "" { 

local savopt = "saving('save * ,replace)" 
} 

graph 'e* 'depvar" ,yline(0) xlab ylab 'savopt' 
cicle(""save'") 

disp "Hit return to continue, Q to quit." _request(dummy) 
if "Sdummy" == "q" | "Sdummy" == "Q" {exit} 

***** graph resids against all x vars 
tokenize 'outlisf 
while "'1•" != "" { 

graph 'e' '1' ,yline{0) xlab ylab 
disp "Hit return to continue, Q to quit." 

_request (dimrmy) 
if "$dummy" == "q" | "Sdummy" == "Q" {exit} 
mac shift 
} 

} 

/* if "'tresid'" == "tresid" { 
local j = 1 
while ~j' <= 'tnum' { 

graph 'e' 'depvar' if time == 'j' ,yline(0) xlabel(3.4 
6.2) ylabel{-.40 .40) 

disp "Hit return to continue, Q to quit." 
_reques t{dummy) 

if "$dummy" == "q" | "Sdummy" == "Q" {exit} 
local j = 'j' + 1 
} 

} 
*/ 

if "'tresid'" == "tresid" { 
graph 'e' time ,yline{0) xlab ylab 
disp "Hit retiim to continue, Q to quit." _request (dummy) 
if "Sdummy" == "q" | "Sdummy" == "Q" {exit} 
} 

if "'iresid'" == "iresid" { 
local j = 1 
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Continued. 

while "j" <= 'inum" { 
graph 'e' 'depvar' if 'ivar' == 'j' ,yline(0) xlab 

ylab title("'ivar' = ^j'") 
disp "Hit return to continue, Q to quit." 

_request (duiiiiny) 
if "Sdummy" == "q" | "Sdummy" == "Q" {exit} 
local j = 'j' + 1 
} 

} 

/' 

*** show R-squareds (from Maddala) 
* 

tempvar yhat ycen2 yhatcn2 diffsq 
tempname ybar yhatbar sumy sumdiff 
predict "yhaf ,xb 

quietly corr 'yhat' "depvar' 
disp in gr "Maddala R2 variant 1 = " in ye r(rho)'^2 

summ "depvar' , meanonly 
scalar "ybar' = r(mean) 
gen "ycen2' = ("depvar' - "ybar')'^2 
summ •ycen2' ,meanonly 
scalar "sumy' = r(s\jm) 
gen "diffsq' = ("depvar' - "yhat")'^2 
summ "diffsq* ,meanonly 
scalar "siimdiff = r(sum) 

disp in gr "Maddala R2 variant 2 =" in ye 1 - "sumdiff'/"sumy' in 
gr " (Preferred)" 

disp in gr _dup(78) 
*/ 

restore 
end 
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Here I present the effects of various measures of 

overlap on supply and demand. I use the three ordinary 

overlap measures and the two non-uniform distribution ones. 

Here I limit my analyses to the case in which competition is 

calculated over all four dimensions, age, education, race and 

gender. The results for overlap calculated over subsets of 

these four dimensions are similar to those presented here. 

Table E.la presents the results of supply models using 

the three overlap measures OLl, 0L2 and 0L3. The results are 

similar for the three measures: wage is negatively related to 

supply and the wage/overlap interaction is positively related 

to supply. While it appears that the supply system is not 

v/ell specified using the OL measures, due to the negative 

coefficient on the wage coefficient, actually the system does 

behave as expected. Figure E.l demonstrates that the overall 

effect of wage is actually positive. 0L2 is used in this 

figure because it also had a negative (although 

insignificant) coefficient for overlap. Note however, that 

the effect of overlap does not affect the effect of wage. 

That is, as competition increases, the effect of wage change 

on supply remains the same, in contrast to the effect found 

in the ecological competition models. 

Table E.lb presents the corresponding demand equations. 

These models are in most respects the same as those for the 

ecological competition measures, although note that for 0L2 
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(and later, for ND2) the wage coefficient is significant, 

suggesting perhaps that overlap belongs on the demand side of 

the equation, rather than the supply side. Figure D.2 shows 

the effect of overlap and relative wage on change in wage, 

using the results from the 0L2 supply and demand models. 

Tables E.2a and E.2b present the results for non-uniform 

distribution overlap (NDl & ND2). There is nothing in these 

results. Both measures have a strongly positive coefficient 

for overlap, contradicting the hypotheses. Even when we 

account for the negative sign of the interaction term for 

ND2, the overall effect of overlap is still positive. 

The results presented here do not give strong support 

for the overlap measures. Only 0L2 came close to the 

expectations, and then the overlap coefficient was not 

significant. As I state above, overlap has the weakness that 

it doesn't measure untapped resources, only resources which 

have already been used. This may contribute to the failure of 

the overlap measures. 
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Table E.la: Change in Labor Supply Using Overlap in Four 
Dimensions (Age, Education, Race and Gender). 

Change in Labor Supply 

OLl 0L2 0L3 

AWage -0, .0011 -0 . .0009 *** -0 . 0004 
(0, .0004) (0. . 0002) (0. 0002) 

AWage *Overlap 0. .0055 *** 0 . . 0049 *** 0 . 0038 
(0. .0016) (0. .0011) (0. 0017) 

Overlap -0, .0990 -0. ,2961 1. 6544 
(0. .3349) (0. .2341) (0. 4000) 

ANiche Rel. Wage -0, .0008 ** -0 . .0006 * -0 . 0001 
(0, .0003) (0. . 0003) (0. 0003) 

Constant 1. .0516 *** 1. 1240 *** 0. 9567 
(0. .1207) (0. .0862) (0. 0155) 

F 3 . .92 6.36 6, .50 

V o
 

0. .0040 0.0001 0 .0000 

(2-tailed tests) 
* p < 0.05 
** p < 0.01 
*** p < 0.001 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table E.lb: Change in Labor Demand Using Overlap in Four 
Dimensions (Age, Education, Race and Gender). 

Change in Labor Demand 

OLl 0L2 0L3 

AWage 

AOccup Output 

AMean Age 

Al4ean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

- 0 . 0 0 0 2  
(0.0003) 

-1.44e-06 
(5.28e-07) 

0.0036 
(0.0049) 

-0.0412 
(0.0278) 

0.1402 
(0.1851) 

0.0836 
(0.2552) 

1.023 *** 
(0.0046) 

- 0 . 0 0 0 6  *  
(0.0004) 

-1.38e-06 
(5.88e-07) 

0. 0050 
(0.0055) 

-0.0337 
(0.0310) 

0.2547 
(0.2098) 

0.1717 
(0.2856) 

1.0263 *** 
(0.0052) 

0.0003 
(0.0003) 

-1.52e-06 
(5.25e-07) 

0.0018 
(0.0049) 

-0.0511 
(0.0276) 

-0.0113 
(0.1840) 

-0.0327 
(0.2538) 

10.0192 *** 
(0.0046) 

P(F) 
F 

> 0 
2 .27 
0.0370 

2.23 
0.0403 

2.36 
0.0302 

*** p < 0.001 (2 - tailed test) 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table E.2a: Change in Labor Supply Using Non-Uniform 
Distribution Overlap in Four Dimensions (Age, 
Education, Race and Gender). 

Change in Labor Supply 

NDl ND2 

AWage -0.0006 0.0020 
(0.0005) (0.0017) 

AWage*Overlap 0.0018 -0.0023 
(0.0011) (0.0020) 

Overlap 1.6960 0.6030 
(0.2447) (0.1716) 

ANiche Relative Wage -4.06x10-5 -0.0005 * 
(3.156x10-4) (0.0003) 

Constant 0.5043 *** 0.5443 *** 
(0.0742) (0.1350) 

F 12 .96 4.90 
P(F) > 0 0.0000 0.0008 

(All tests 1-tailed except for the constant) 
p < 0.05 

*** p < 0.001 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Table E.2b: Change in Labor Demand Using Non-Uniform 
Distribution Overlap in Four Dimensions (Age, 
Education, Race and Gender). 

Change in Labor Demand 

NDl ND2 

AWage 

AOccup Output 

AMean Age 

AMean Education 

AProp. Male 

AProp. Black 

Constant 

-0.0001 
(0.0003) 

-1.45x10-6 
(5.23x10-'^) 

0.0034 
(0.0049) 

-0.0426 
(0.0277) 

0.1183 
(0.1908) 

0.0668 
(0.2556) 

1.0227 **• 
(0.0047) 

- 0 . 0 0 0 8  *  
(0.0004) 

-1.34x10-6 
(6.44x10-7) 

0.0059 
(0.0060) 

-0.0290 
(0 .0339) 

0.3257 
(0.2259) 

0 . 2 2 6 2  
(0.3111) 

1.0282 *** 
(0 .0056) 

P(F) 
F 

> 0 
2  . 2 6  
0.0376 

2 .34 
0.0318 

(All tests 1-tailed except for the constant) 
p < 0.05 

** p < 0.01 
*** p < 0.001 

Standard errors are in parentheses. All models based on 343 
cases. 
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Appendix E--continued.: Models of Supply and Demand using 
Overlap. 

Figure E.l: Effect of Overlap (0L2) and Change in Wages on 
Growth Rate 
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Appendix E—continued. : Models of Supply and Demand using 

Overlap. Figure E.2: Effect of Overlap {0L2) and Other-Wage on Wage 

Change 

^ A A 44 

Change m Other-Wage 

Overlap 
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